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H I N D O O S T A N

£ t t  i f U m i a t t u r .

MANNERS OF THE HINDOOS.

T h e  life of the lower classes of the Hin

doos is a succession of the severest 

labours and complete idleness •, but still 
it is easy to perceive a vestige of that 

ingenuity, which, in the most remote 

ages, enabled this nation to distinguish 

itself by its progress in the arts and 
sciences.

The mild manners and peaceable dis

position of the Hindoos are proverbial;
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and it is extremely rare to see any one, 

especially of the higher classes, hurried 

by passion into the slightest excess, 

either in word or deed. The females of 

the upper classes are now almost as re

cluse as those of the Musulrnans, who 

have introduced into India their jealous 

precautions against the infidelity of the 

s e x : but we find from their ancient 

poets, that they formerly enjoyed per

fect liberty, unshackled by any other 

restraints than what the laws of socie

ty and decorum impose upon women 

among civilized nations. Sacontala, 
the adopted daughter of a holy Bramin, 

and the heroine of an interesting drama, 

to which we shall, hereafter, have oc

casion to advert, received strangers, and



performed all the duties of hospitality 

towards them. When Dusmantha, a 

character of the same drama, was ab

sent from his capital, his mother go

verned in his stead. Women were ad

mitted as witnesses in the courts of jus

tice, and when the accused was a fe

male, their evidence was even received 

in preference. It is unnecessary to ad
duce further examples; all the Hindoo 

tales are filled with circumstances which 

attest the civilization of India in the 

remote ages, when the courts of that 

country were adorned with the charms 

of literature, and with that chivalrous 

gallantry, which, by exalting the women, 

perhaps above the rank for which nature 

designed them, softens the manners of
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the men, and produces that politeness, 

which is the bond of society, and which 

the refined, but unrestricted intercourse 

of the two sexes, can alone maintain in 

a warlike nation.

The women of the inferior castes fol

low the same professions as their hus
bands 5 they carry burdens, cultivate the 

land, and are engaged in other equally 

laborious occupations.
The daily life of the Hindoos admits 

of but little variety, every action being, 

as it were, prescribed by law. The 

puranas contain the rules relative to the 

manner and time of eating : they also 

enumerate the places in which it is not 

lawful for a Hindoo to take his repast, 

and the persons whom he may allow to



eat with him. They are particularly 

strict in regard to the position which he 

must assume in sitting down, the quar

ter toward which he must turn, and the 

precautions he must take to avoid being 

touched by any thing impure. After 

washing his hands and feet, and rin

sing his mouth with water, the Hindoo 
seats himself, on a stool or a cushion, 
before his plate, which is set on the 

ground, on a smooth spot that has been 

swept clean, and is of a square form, if 

for a Bramin ; triangular, if for a khal- 

try, or person of the second caste ; cir

cular, if for a vaisya, the third caste; 

and in the shape of a crescent, if for a 

sooder, the fourth caste. He bows to 

the dish that is brought him, and lifts
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up the plate in his left hand and blesses 
it. Before he begins eating, he turns 

his hand round the plate, or rather, he 

goes round it himself, in order to keep 
aloof from others; he then offers five 

pieces to Yama, the Pluto of the Hin

doos ; washes his mouth with a little 

water; offers five more morsels to the 

five senses; and having wetted his eyes, 

takes his meal in silence, helping him

self with the fingers of his right hand.

Rice is the ordinary food of the na

tives of India: our wheaten bread is not 

used excepting in the European settle

ments, and the corn for it is obtained 

from Guzerat, Bengal, and other north

ern provinces. In Guzerat and other 

districts where rice is rare, a kind of



grain called nili, or ginari, is employed 

in its stead. The poor breakfast on 

cangi, which is a thick decoction of rice.

Curry is the most common dish: it 

is a kind of stew made in various ways 

with meat and fish. The castes, which 

are obliged to abstain from animal food, 

substitute fruit or culinary vegetables 

in their stead. The sauce coloured 

with saffron or cucumbers, is seasoned 

with all sorts of spices, and particular

ly with long pepper. Rice boiled in 

water is eaten with the curry.

At night they take nearly a similar 

kind of soup, which in the Malabar 

language is called mulUgitawny.

These dishes are very highly sea

soned with spices, which are considered



necessary for health, and are recom

mended by all intelligent physicians to 

Europeans, on their first arrival in the 

country.

Butter, milk, sugar, vegetables, roots, 

and fruit of all kinds, constitute, with 

rice, the whole diet of the Bramins, 

who would shudder with horror at the 

sight of our tables, covered with ske

letons and carcasses, as they call them.

We are nevertheless assured, that 

there is among the Hindoos, a sect 

called Paramahansa, esteemed a high 

caste too, who devour the dead bodies 

which are found in great number in the 

Ganges. Moor, in his Hindoo Pantheon, 

relates, upon the most authentic infor

mation, that individuals of this disgust-



ing sect have been seen near Benares, 

floating down the river upon a corpse, 

and feeding upon it. They are said to 

consider the brain as the most delicious 

morsel. Mr. Forbes, also, in his Ori

ental Memoirs, asserts, as a well-known 

fact, that in some of the districts con

tiguous to Bengal, there is a tribe called 

sheep-eaters, who seize the animal, and 

actually devour it alive, wool, skin, flesh, 

and entrails!

The Hindoos, with some few excep

tions, use neither chairs nor tables : they 

sit cross-legged on carpets, cushions, or 

rush mats; they have neither knives, 

forks, nor table-cloths, and use nothing 

but their hands to eat with. Their vic

tuals are put on large smooth banana-



leaves, curiously cut into the form of 

plates, and they have fresh ones for 

every meal.

In the higher castes, the women never 

eat with the men.

The Hindoos, and especially those of 

the superior castes, make marks upon 

the breast, arms, and forehead, with a 

whitish powder, composed of the ashes 

of cow-dung dried and burned, raspings 

of sandal-wood, saffron, &c. The wor

shippers of Vishnu have a red and yel

low horizontal stripe on the forehead, 

those of Sheeva a vertical stripe. The 

Bramins furnish the powder employed 

for this purpose.

The wives of the Bramins keep col

lecting, as long as they live, great



quantities of cow-dung, which they dry 

and reduce to poivder. They store it 

up till they die, and their bodies are 

completely covered with it on the pile 
on which they are burned.

The same material, diluted with wa- 
ter, is used in India for giving solidity 

to the floors of houses, which, for the 

wealthy in general, as well as for the 

poor, are made of stamped earth. This 

earth, being wetted with the diluted 

dung, becomes hard and solid.

The Hindoos are. accustomed to rub 

the body, and especially the head, from 

time to time, with oil. This operation 

is deemed refreshing and wholesome, 

as it tends to check excessive perspira.- 

tion : an hour or two afterwards they



never fail to wash and perfume them-

selves.
The manners of the Hindoos are 

mild, simple, and modest: there are, 

however, some exceptions. The Raj

poots, the Mahrattas, the Rohillas, &c. 

who inhabit the northern part of India, 

are bold, warlike people 5 the Polygars 

and the Maravis, in the Carnatic, are 

equally so. They frequently sally forth 

from their woods and mountains, and 

ravage the fertile plains around them, 

which were once their own, and in which 

the present possessors have not been 

able to establish themselves so firmly 

as to have nothing to dread from their 

incursions.

The Hindoos never ridicule the man-
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ners and customs of other nations, how 

extraordinary soever they may appear 

to them: unalterably attached to their 

own usages, they respect those of others. 

They are prudent, polite, docile, obli

ging, in so far, at least, as they are 

allowed to be by their religion, which 

forbids all intercourse with foreigners, 

and even with their own countrymen of 
a different caste. They frequently tole

rate and excuse in a stranger what 

they would severely punish in one of 

their own people. However cruel the 

despotism by which they are oppressed, 

however abject the poverty into which 

they are plunged, neither the scowl of 

revenge, nor sullen discontent is ever 

expressed in their placid countenances, 
von. ii. c



They are fond of conversation, plea

santry, and witticisms ; and take par

ticular delight in listening to stories of 

warriors and heroes, fairies, enchant, 

ments, and metamorphoses of the gods; 

and the more marvellous these stories 

are, and the more they resemble cir

cumstances in their mythology, the 

more they relish them. The tone of 

their voices, especially in Malabar, is 
accentuated and singing, and they ges

ticulate a great deal when they speak.

Happy the people, exclaims a tra

veller, who are satisfied with a little 

rice for their food, a piece of linen for 

their garment, and a mat for a bed. It 

might he supposed that men who have 

so few wants would be strangers to



avarice; yet this is the strongest and 

most predominant passion among the 

Hindoos: it stifles the seeds of all their 

virtues. This thirst of gold is the more 
extraordinary, as they neither can nor 

know how to employ i t : for in India it 
is a crime to be rich ; despotism is 

never at a loss for pretexts to strip its 

unfortunate subjects, and for this rea

son, immoveable property is in less 
request than gold, jewels, and precious 

stones, which may be easily concealed 

or carried away. The opulent would 

be afraid of betraying their easy cir

cumstances, if they were to expend 

any considerable sum in the embellish

ment of country-houses or gardens, in 

the improvement of their estates, or in
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the erection of elegant and commodious 

habitations: they therefore covet wealth 

merely for the purpose of hiding and 

hoarding it.

The tardiness of the Hindoos in taking 

a resolution absolutely degenerates into 

a vice: they sometimes spend whole 

days in deliberating, when they ought 

to be acting; and they are perhaps 

still slower in executing than in re

solving.

The scrupulous performance of pro

mises is a virtue of which the people of 

India have not the least idea. When a 

European is bargaining with a Hindoo, 

he cannot help loosing his patience on 

finding the business deferred from day 

to day, always with fresh excuses and



fresh lies, for which the latter, instead 

of being in the least ashamed of them, 

is rather disposed to take credit to him

self, because they serve to extricate 

him from some embarrassment or other. 

The European at first supposes that he 

has to deal with simple inexperienced 

people; but he soon discovers how 
egregiously he is mistaken.

The Italian author of Letters on India 

one day reproached a native of Malabar, 
a man of good understanding, and who 

knew something of the character of the 

different nations of Europe, with that 

habit of lying which disgraces his coun

trymen. “ There is no nation,”  replied 

he calmly, “  but has its defects. The 

Englishman, in his gloomy melancholy,
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blows out his brains about a trifle ; the 

Portuguese stabs you almost in a jo k e ; 

the Frenchman is every moment drawing

his sword ; and you Italians------”  here

he paused, recollecting that it was to 

one of this nation that he was speaking, 

and then proceeded:— “ you would 

not allow us poor Malays a bit of a lie, 

the only weapon that is left us.”  This 

defence was not much amiss; for, in 
general, if a Hindoo breaks his word, 

it is because it has been extorted from 

him, and it was impossible for him to 

keep it.

A great virtue, or rather a great vice 

of the Hindoos, is patience. To this 

quality they owe most of the wrongs 

they have suffered from the tyranny of



foreigners : if they have not strength 

to resist, they ought to know how to 

endure.
We are assured in numberless books 

that the Hindoos are an industrious na

tion ; but if the truth must be spoken, 

this industry consists rather in being 

content with little, than in judicious 

efforts to multiply the enjoyments of 

life. The arts have made but little 

progress among them : with the ex

ception of cotton cloths and the beau

tiful Cashmere shawls, India furnishes 
Europe with scarcely any thing worth 

mentioning. The sciences are still far

ther behind-hand, and there is not per

haps a country on the face of the earth 

where a greater number of persons pass



tlieir lives in doing- nothing ; they fre

quently repeat these words of one of 

their authors : “  It is better to sit than 

to stand, to lie than to sit, to sleep 

than to wake, and death is preferable to 

all things.”

Nothing can equal the slowness of 

workmen who are hired by the day : 

it is necessary to be constantly over

looking and urging them. Their idle

ness excites the utmost impatience in 

the active European who employs them. 

The price of labour is in general mo

derate ; but the little work they get 

through makes it come very high. A 

European workman does more in one 

day than a Hindoo in two or three: 

but this is not all, for the latter, before



he sets about a job, never fails to apply 

for money on account, upon pretext 

that he is too poor to procure the imple

ments or materials for which he has 

occasion. For the rest, they are ex

tremely clever, and produce by dint 

of patience, with rude tools, what our 

most skilful workmen could not execute 

without the best instruments.

Filial piety is one of the most con

spicuous virtues of the Hindoos • it is 

not rare to see children stint themselves 

of necessaries that their parents may 

not want for any thing. Such as have 

the means make offerings annually to 

the gods, and give alms to the poor, 
in memory of their deceased parents.

On the death of the father of a family,



the eldest son supplies the place of a 

parent to his brothers, and they pay 

him the submission and reverence which 

a father has a right to expect from his 

children : even his mother herself is in 

some measure subject to him, and can 

claim nothing more than a dower or 

allowance for her support. In short, 

we here find in almost all families what 

is too rarely met with among the most 
civilized nations, genuine affection, do

mestic union, and a real solicitude to 

be of service to one another. The 

greatest affront that can be offered to a 

Hindoo :s to speak contemptuously of 

his parents, and especially of his mo

ther. Those who have no children fre

quently adopt poor orphans.



The Hindoos of the superior castes 
are no strangers to the sentiment of 

honour. An Englishman having taken 

one of his servants of the caste of the 

Rajpoots, a-liunting with him, the lat

ter let loose a dog at an improper time, 

at which his master was so enraged, that 

he struck him several blows with a 

stick. The Rajpoot receded a few 

steps, and looking at his master with 

astonishment rather than anger, he drew 

forth a dagger: “ This,”  said he “ should 

avenge my honour, but I cannot for

get that I have eaten your bread.” With 

these words he plunged the dagger into 

his heart and expired. It is remarked 

that a story precisely similar is related 

of an African negro, and the scene of



the catastrophe is laid in the West

Indies.

The Hindoo women frequently ac

company their husbands to battle, and 

perish by their side. Some, that they 

might not survive their dishonour, have 

dispatched themselves with their own 

hands; others have earnestly solicited 

their husbands to kill them, lest they 

should fall into the power of a victo

rious enemy : nay, the troops composing 

whole garrisons have cut one another’s 

throats rather than surrender. In short, 

there are to be found among the Hin

doos examples of fidelity, fortitude, 

and all the virtues which confer ho

nour on humanity. We shall be dis

posed to forgive their vices if we but



pay attention to the source from which 

they flow. There are institutions, civil 

and religious, the baneful influence of 
which necessarily renders man deceitful, 

indolent, mischievous, and stupid. Jf 

the civil and religious system of the 

Hindoos were not so vicious, living as 
they do in a country blest with so genial 

a climate, where nature provides al

most spontaneously for those wants 

which elsewhere rouse all the passions 

into commotion, they would, probably, 

be the most virtuous of mankind.

Dr- Tennant, a mild, unprejudiced 

observer of the Hindoos, a man of 

learning and piety, who made his re

searches among the people whom he
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describes, thus pourtrays their situa

tion :—
The Hindoo superstition makes no 

provision for the instruction of the great 

body of the people. The vedas, pu- 
ranas, and other sacred books, contain, 

it is said, a copious system of the most 

unexceptionable morality; and from the 

specimens already translated, this must 

be in part admitted. But the canonical 
books of the Hindoos have always been 

regarded as a bequest too sacred to be 
committed to vulgar hands: to the far 

greater part of society they are strictly 
forbidden, and are doomed to remain, in 

the most emphatic sense, a dead letter. 

Nothing can equal the ignorance of the



great body of the people, on every sub

ject relating to religion, morals, and li

terature. Few of them can explain the 

genealogy or attributes ascribed to their 

deities. They do not understand the 

meaning of the ceremonies they attend; 

and the nature and obligations of their 

duty they may obscurely feel, but are 

wholly incapable to describe. The in

convenience of ignorance so gross and 

universal is too obvious to require 

elucidation ; it renders the mass of the 

people not only dupes to the artifices 

of priestcraft, but subjects them to the 

imposition of every charlatan who pre

tends to skill in any art or science what

ever. The charms, incantations, and 

exorcisms that here make a part of the
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medical art clearly show that the gross

est impositions in other matters, as well 

as religion, may be turned to account 

among an uninformed multitude.

There is no end to the delusions of 

superstition, nor any hounds to the 

cruelties to which it can instigate people 

the most gentle and timid with which 

history has made us acquainted. Some 

are persuaded to regain their lost rank 

in society by precipitating themselves 

naked, from a great height, upon spikes 

or edged weapons; others pierce their 

skin with a hot iron ; in short, cruelties 

too horrid for recital, and too ex

travagant to obtain belief, daily provoke 

our pity and indignation, amidst a people 

famed for humanity in every part of the



world. In almost every action of his 

life, the Hindoo is under the immediate 

influence of his superstition: his prayers 

and offerings to his gods; his purifica

tions and ablutions in the river; his 

dressing and eating his victuals; the ob

jects which he touches; the companions 

with whom he associates, are to him all 

intimately and equally connected with 

religion and the everlasting welfare of 
his soul. If  there is any part of his 

conduct with which his religious ideas 

have no concern, it is his moral charac

ter. In doing justly, or loving mercy, 

he is apparently left to act as he 

pleases; but if in the most trivial ac

tion, he violates the rights of super

stition, he is, in this life, deprived of all
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the comforts of society, and in the next, 

condemned to animate the body of 

some noisome reptile, or contemptible 

„nimal.

The ignorance of the great body of 

the natives of India has shaded their 

character with a diffidence and timidity, 

which has not only rendered them the 

slaves of their own monarehs, or fo

reigners, in every age, but has degraded 
them, in some measure, to an inferior 

rank among human beings. From this 

condition, which has so often called 

forth the contempt of the brave, and the 

compassion of the wise, you in vain en

deavour to raise them, while their in

tellects are chained down by the multi

plied fetters of their degrading super-



stition. The higher orders of the Bra- 

mins, whose duty it is to undertake 

this work, and who are perhaps alone 
able to effect it, are the least likely to 

make any such attempt, as the follow

ing anecdote will sufficiently demon

strate :—
An English gentleman, extremely 

fond of natural and experimental phi

losophy, being intimate with a liberal- 

minded Bramin, who had been edu

cated at Benares, or some other cele

brated college, they generally passed 

the morning together. The Bramin 

read English books, searched into the 

Encyclopaedia, and profited by the best 

philosophical instruments. The gen

tleman, on receiving a valuable solar



microscope, as a present from Europe, 

showed it with rapture to his Hindoo 

friend, and in opposition to the scheme 

of the metempsychosis, discovered to 
him the innumerable animalculae which 

must be devoured by the Bramins, with 

every fruit and vegetable they eat. 

After a full display of the wonders pro

duced by the new apparatus, the En

glishman, instead of seeing his friend 
delighted, observed him to be unusually 

thoughtful, and at length he silently 

withdrew. At his next visit he re

quested the gentleman to sell him the 

microscope: to this the latter objected, 

observing that it was a present from a 

friend in Europe, not to be replaced, 

and while in his possession, would af-



ford them mutual gratification. The 

Bramin offered him a very large sum 

of money, or any Indian commodity of 

equal value, in hopes of obtaining it, 

without effect: at last, overcome by 

incessant importunity, the gentleman 

presented him with the microscope. A 

gleam of joy flashed across the Bra- 
min’s countenance on obtaining posses

sion of the object he had so ardently 

desired. They were then in a veranda 

overlooking the garden, with some kind 

of artificial rock-work, composed of 

flints and rough stones. The Bramin, 

grasping the instrument, descended 

with a quicker motion than is cus

tomary with his caste, into the garden, 

where he laid the microscope on the



lowest step of the veranda, and seizing 

a large stone, smashed it to pieces, be

fore his astonished friend could pre

vent its destruction. He flew into a 

violent passion, and in his heat up

braided the Bramin with ingratitude, 

ignorance and fanaticism. As usual 

with his caste he bore it all patiently, 

and respectfully withdrew, saying, 

when he was cool he would pay him a 

visit and explain his reasons. A few 

days afterwards he returned, and after 

a polite, if not a welcome reception, he 

thus addressed his friend:— “ Oh ! that 

I had remained in that happy state of 

ignorance in which you first found me ! 

yet will I confess, that as my know

ledge increased, so did my pleasure,



until I beheld the last wonders of the 

microscope. From that moment I have 

been tormented by doubt, and per

plexed by mystery: my mind, over

whelmed by chaotic confusion, knows 

not where to rest, nor how to extricate 

itself from such a maze. I am mi

serable, and so must continue to be, 

till 1 enter on another stage of exist

ence. I am a solitary individual among 

a hundred millions of people, all edu

cated in the same belief with myself, 

all happy in their ignorance! so may 

they ever remain! I shall keep the 

secret within my own bosom, where 

it will corrode my peace and break my 

re s t; but I shall have some satisfaction 

in knowing that 1 alone feel those



must prove, has little share in what we 

justly regard as its peculiar province. 

In such circumstances, certainly no 

people can be more entitled to indul

gence towards their weakness and er

rors ; and there is, certainly, none who 

have stronger claims on our sympathy 

and tenderness. Britons now occupy 

the places of their native princes, and 

the blessings of protection, instruction, 

and encouragement in virtue which are 

there too frequently withheld, Provi

dence has bestowed upon us as a sacred 
duty to dispense.

The reader will excuse the introduc

tion of the following beautiful apostro

phe on this subject, from the pen of 
Mr. C. Grant .•—



Britain , thy voice can b id  the light descend;
On thee alone the eyes of Asia bend!
Eet gentle arts awake at thy behest ,
And science sooth the Hindoo’s mournful 

breast.
In  vain, has nature shed her gifts around,
For eye or ear, soft bloom or tuneful sound ;
I  ruits of all hues on ev’ry grove d isp lay ’d,
And pour’d profuse the tam arind’s gorgeous 

shade.
W h a t  joy  to him can song or shade afford,
Outcast so ab jec t ,  by himself abhorr’d ?
W hile  chained to dust ha lf  st rugg ling ,  ha lf  

res ign’d,

S i n k s  to h e r  fa te  the  heaven-descended 
mind,

Disrob’d of all her lineaments sublime,
The daring- hope, whose g lance  outmeasured 

time,

Warm passions to the voice of rap tu re  
s trung ,

And conscious th o u g h t  tha t  told her whence 
she sprung.

At Brama’s stern decree, as ages roll,
New shapes of clay await the  immortal sou l;



pangs, which, had I not destroyed the 

instrument, might have been exten

sively communicated and rendered thou

sands miserable! Forgive me, my valu

able friend ; but bring hither no more 

implements of knowledge and destruc

tion.”

Those polemical disputes in religion 

and politics, which in Europe some

times disturb society, but which always 

awaken curiosity and invigorate the 

powers of intellect, are unheard-of in 

India. The Hindoo shelters himself 

from such turmoils in a total apathy or 

listlessness of thought, more resembling 

the stillness of the grave or annihila

tion itself, than the common efforts of 

a rational being.



The sciences of India and all the more 

liberal arts are at present, and always 

have been, confined to the great and the 

learned alone. The moral and theological 

knowledge possessed by a few in the 

higher ranks, for many ages, is as com

pletely beyond the reach of the com

mon people, as if it did not exist : of 

consequence it must prove of little ser

vice in promoting their interests. The 

same thing may be affirmed of every 

branch of knowledge. The portion pos

sessed by nineteen in twenty of the 

whole community is comparatively no

thing. To the power of habit and the 

influence of custom alone they are con
signed for the direction of themselves. 

Reason, inert and feeble as in them it
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must prove, has little share in what we 

justly regard as its peculiar province. 

In such circumstances, certainly no 

people can be more entitled to indul

gence towards their weakness and er

rors ; and there is, certainly, none who 

have stronger claims on our sympathy 

and tenderness. Britons now occupy 

the places of their native princes, and 

the blessings of protection, instruction, 

and encouragement in virtue which are 

there too frequently withheld, Provi

dence has bestowed upon us as a sacred 

duty to dispense.

The reader will excuse the introduc

tion of the following beautiful apostro

phe on this subject, from the pen of 

Mr. C. Grant .•—



Britain , thy voice can b id  the light descend;
On thee alone the eyes of Asia b e n d !
L e t  gentle arts awake at tby behest ,
And science sooth the Hindoo’s mournful 

breast.
In  vain, has nature shed her  gifts around,
For eye or ear, soft bloom or tuneful sound ;
Fruits of all hues on ev’ry grove d isp lay ’d,
And pour’d profuse the tam arind’s gorgeous 

shade.
W h a t  joy  to him can song or shade afford,
Outcast so ab jec t ,  by  h im self  abliorr’d ?
W hile  chained to dust h a lf  s t rugg ling ,  h a l f  

res ign’d,
Sinks to he r  fate the heaven-descended 

mind,
Disrob’d of a ll  her lineaments sublime,
T h ed ar in g  hope, w hoseglauce  outmeasured 

time,
Warm passions to the  voice of rap tu re  

s trung,
And conscious th o u g h t  tha t  told her whence 

she sprung.
At Brama’s stern decree, as ages roll,
New shapes of clay await the immortal so u l ;



D ark lin g  condemn’d in forms obscene to 
prowl,

And swell the melancholy m id n ig h t  howl. 
Be thine the task, his drooping eye to cheer ,  
And elevate his hopes beyond  this sphere ; 
To brighter heavens than proud Someera 

owns,
Though g ir t  with In d ra  and his b u rn in g  

thrones.
Then shall he recognize the beams of day, 
And fling at once the four fold chain away ; 
T hrough every  limb a  sudden life shall 

s tart,
And sudden pulses sp r in g  around his heart : 
Then all the d ead en ’d energies shall rise, 
And vindicate their title to the sk ies.

It is impossible, observes the phi

lanthropic author of the Oriental Me

moirs, to calculate the effects which 

may ultimately be produced by Asia

tic researches, and the noble establish

ment of the college at Calcutta. From



tlie revival of science, learning, and 
true philosophy on the banks of the 

Ganges, we may expect to see the tem

ples of Vishnu consecrated to the wor

ship of Jehovah, and braminical groves, 

now seminaries for astrology, geoman- 

cy and frivolous pursuits, become the 

seats of classic learning and liberal 

sentiments. The climate of India does 

not militate against patriotic virtue 

and manly attainments, although it 

may in some degree depress their ener

gy. Art and science, nurtured in Asia, 

will, under the auspices of peace and 

liberty, resume their influence over the 

fertile regions of Hindoostan. Philoso

phy, religion, and virtue, attended by 

liberality, taste, and elegance, will re-
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visit a favourite clime : poetry, music, 

painting, and sculpture, encouraged 

by the genius of Britain, may there 

strew the path of virtue with many a 

fragrant flower.

Under every form of oriental govern

ment, a horrid system of oppression 

pervades all classes of society, so that 

it is almost impossible, out of the Bri

tish dominions, to find an Asiatic of any 

caste or tribe, who, like the English 

country gentleman, in the middle walk 

of life, enjoys his patrimonial inherit
ance surrounded by domestic happi

ness and rural pleasures. A system of 

oppression prevails from the throne to 

the zemindar. The following circum

stance happened at Tattah, on the Indus,



the residence of the Mahometan prince 

of Scindy, who, like other oriental des

pots, permits his officers to amass wealth 

by every means in their power, and 

then obliges them to disgorge their 
plunder.

The collector of the customs at Tat- 

tah, was a Hindoo of family, wealth, and 

credit. Lulled into security from his 

interest at court, and suspecting no evil, 

he was surprised by a visit from the 

vizir, with a company of armed men, 

to demand his money, which, being se

creted, no menaces could induce him to 

discover. A variety of tortures were inflict
ed to extort a confession: one was a sofa, 

with a platform of tight cordage in net

work, covered with a chintz palumpore,



which concealed a bed of thorns placed 

under it. The collector, a corpulent 

Banian, was then stripped of his jama, 

or muslin robe, and ordered to lie down 

on the couch ; the cords, bending with 

his weight, sunk on the bed of thorns ; 

those long and piercing thorns of the 

baubel, or forest acacia, which being 

placed purposely with their points up

wards, lacerated the wretched man, 

whether in motion or at rest. For two 

days and nights he bore the torture 

without revealing the secret: his tor

mentors, fearing he would die before 

their purpose was effected, had recourse 

to another mode of compulsion. When 

nature was nearly exhausted, they took 

him from the bed and supported him



on the floor, until his infant son, an 

only child, was brought into the room, 

and with him a bag containing a fierce 

cat, into which they put the child, and 

tied up the mouth of the sack. The 

agents of cruelty stood over them with 

bamboos, ready at a signal to beat the 

bag, and enrage the animal to destroy 

the child. This was too much for a 

father’s heart; he produced his trea

sure, and on his recovery was sent for 

to court, invested with a robe of state, 

and exalted to a high situation in ano

ther province, there to accumulate more 

wealth, and to be again subject to the 

capricious cruelty of a needy despot.

Another act of tyranny sometimes 

practised by the Mahrattas, is called



the sheep-skin death. On this occasion 

the culprit is stripped naked, and a 

sheep being’ killed, the warm skin of 

the animal is immediately stretched to 

the utmost, and sewed tight over the 

prisoner’s body. He is then conducted 

to the flat roof of the prison, and ex

posed to the fervour of a tropical sun ; 

the skin, contracting by the heat, draws 

with it the flesh of the agonized wretch, 

until putrefaction, hunger, and thirst, 
terminate his sufferings.

The features of the Hindoos of both 

sexes, differ, in general, but little from 

those of Europeans. The different 

castes have, nevertheless, a peculiar 

physiognomy; and though it might not 

be an easy task to describe wherein this



difference consists, it does not escape 
the eye of the observer. In the same 

manner we distinguish, without diffi

culty, a German from a Frenchman, an 

Englishman from a Spaniard, and a 
Dutchman from an Italian.

I he Hindoos are not inferior in sta
ture to the Europeans, but they are 

more elegantly shaped, and more ac

tive, though at the same time less mus

cular and robust. This is usually at

tributed to the heat of the climate, but 

is owing also to other causes; such as 

a diet frequently unwholesome, and al

ways insufficient; the premature inter

course of the sexes, and the neglect of 

exercise. So much at least is certain, 

that those Hindoos who follow labo-



rions occupations and live upon more 

substantial food are quite as hale and 

strong as Europeans; and some of them 

have been known to cut off the head of a 

buffalo with a single stroke of a scimetar.

But for their colour, the Hindoo wo

men might vie in beauty with those of 

any European nation: they are sur

passed by none in delicacy, just pro

portion, and regularity of features, and 

their eyes are the finest, perhaps, in the 

world. They possess, above all, an in

expressible charm, an air of infantine 

simplicity, and modest graces which 

forbid neither vivacity nor wit, and 

which the women of Europe would in 

vain attempt to imitate. Beauty, how

ever, in Hindoostan, is a flower that fades



more speedily than in other countries: a 

female is marriageable at the age of ten 

or twelve years, and begins to be old at 

twenty or twenty-five.

The sex is held in perpetual depend

ence. According to the laws of Menu, 

the daughter is dependent on her fa

ther in childhood; on her husband as 

soon as she becomes a wife; on her sons 

after the death of her husband; on the 

near relations of her husband if she 

has no sons; if he has none, on her 

father’s relatives ; and lastly, on the so

vereign, in default of paternal kinsmen.

All the natives of India marry, with 

the exception of a few fanatics, who de

vote themselves to celibacy. It is a 

duty prescribed by religion ; it is one 
von. n . F



of the most sacred and the most laud

able actions of human life, and a title 

to the special protection of heaven. Ce

libacy, on the other hand, when it has 

not absolute necessity to plead in its 

excuse, is a disgraceful and infamous 

state, inasmuch as it is contrary to the 

design of nature and providence. The 

Hindoos think that it is the duty of 

every one who has received life to give 

it in his turn.

The Hindoo who proposes to marry, 

finds every one inclined to promote his 

design. The very laws allow him to 

have recourse to lies, if these can con

tribute to the success of the match 

which he has in view. The poorest, 

therefore, have no scruple to marry,



notwithstanding- the despotism of the 

government. It is true that in this 
happy climate man has but few wants, 

and easily finds the means of satisfying 

them. The laws of marriage, more

over, are not very strict in most of the 

castes. If the husband is dissatisfied 

with his wife, he parts from her and 

seeks another: and the wife acts in the 

same manner in regard to her husband; 

not that a divorce can be obtained with

out reason, but the matter is not very 

closely inquired into, especially when 

both parties agree in soliciting it.

Polygamy is lawful in India, but it 

is rare excepting among the rich. The 

poor are content with one wife at a 

time; and when they have had male
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children by them, they seldom part 

from them as long as they live. The 

Hindoos may marry their cousins, and 

the daughters of their sisters, but not 

those of their brothers. They have no 

scruple to marry several sisters at the 

same time, or to live publicly with 

them : but it is not lawful for two bro

thers to wed two sisters.

The Hindoo women employ them

selves in their household concerns: 

they are good mothers, submissive and 

faithful wives. The ambition and ex

travagance which so often ruin Euro

pean ladies and their families are un

known to them ; they give neither balls 

nor routs, neither parties nor entertain

ments. The poorest consider it as a



humiliating state and a real misfortune 

to have no family ■ and they spare nei
ther prayers to the gods, nor alms to 

the poor, nor offerings to the Bramins, 

to obtain children. Some are seen per

forming long, journeys, with two or 

three little children, whom they lead by 

the hand or carry alternately on their 
backs, when they are tired.

The women are forbidden to read and 

write, the Hindoos being persuaded, 

that all the accomplishments which they 

might acquire would spoil that simpli

city of manners which is requisite for 

domestic happiness. Hence none but 

courtezans aspire to a variety of talents 

and attainments : they are no strangers 

to literature and poetry, and music and
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dancing are their favourite occupations* 

They form a distinct class, and are not 

doomed to infamy as among us. We 

shall have occasion to treat of them 

hereafter.

We are assured, that in the Carnatic, 

near Tinavelly, there is a tribe which 

is distinguished by au extraordinary 

custom: the women must not suffer 

themselves to be seen by any man, not 
even by their husbands, who never visit 

them but in the dark. They live shut 

up in apartments where they have no 

other company than females of the same 

tribe, and where they employ themselves 

in weaving mats and such-like occupa

tions. Their sons are taken from them 

at the age of three or four years, and



are never afterwards suffered to see 

their mothers. When they are ill, they 

are attended exclusively by women of 

their own tribe; and after death their 

husbands sew them up in a sack before 

they are conveyed to the funeral pile. 

This tribe, which was never very nu

merous, is daily decreasing, so that it is 

now reduced to a few families.

In the Carnatic, and other provinces, 

we also find a small tribe, the members 

of which make a point of fasting on such 

days, when the sun is so obscured by 

clouds as not to be seen at least for a 

few moments. In the rainy season they 

must frequently be obliged to fast.

Among the Hindoos on the Malabar 

coast, and likewise in all the southern
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part of the peninsula, there is another 

custom which is not less singular. 
When a young female becomes mar

riageable, the day on which she is 

promised, that of her marriage, and at 

the birth of a son, her female friends 

and relatives assemble at her house, and 

there, by way of expressing their joy, 

and acquainting her neighbours with 

the happy event, they all together set 

up, from time to time, a long howl, 

which would rather be taken for a cry 

of grief than for a demonstration of

joy-
The passion of love and its excesses 

seem to be unknown to the Hindoos, 

though they form the subject of almost 

all their hooks. The facility with which
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they gratify it does not allow it time to 

acquire intensity; for neither the Hin

doo girl, nor her parents, have the cruelty 

to keep a young man of their caste, who 

solicits her hand, long in suspense ; and 

one of a different caste never aspires to 

what he knows it is impossible for him 

to possess. They thus enjoy the plea

sures of love without feeling any of its 
pangs.

A Hindoo never appears before a 

prince or grandee without carrying him 

some present, especially if he has a fa

vour to solicit: this custom is of the 

highest antiquity, and prevails through

out all Asia. In Europe, when a sove

reign travels, he commonly displays his 

liberality in donations to the lower



classes and the poor: a Hindoo prince, 

on the contrary, accepts the smallest 

gifts from the meanest of his subjects. 

These unfortunate wretches lay their 

presents in the most respectful manner 

at his feet, and think themselves amply 

remunerated in the opportunity they 

have enjoyed of obtaining so near a 

view of their oppressor.

When a Hindoo or Musulman enters 

the house of his superior or equal, he 

always leaves his shoes or slippers at 

the door. This part of the dress is 

considered as the basest; and a blow 

with a slipper is, in Hindoostan, the 

most ignominious and the most unpar

donable of affronts.

It is curious to observe the way in



which a Hindoo behaves, when he has 

a favour to solicit of a grandee of his 

own nation, or even of a European. 

He never proceeds directly toward his 

object, but beats a long time about the 

bush, talking of totally different matters 

from that which has brought him to 

you. He watches your looks, your 

motions and your words, to discover 

what humour you are in at the time, 

though he has taken good care to make 

inquiries on that point of your ser

vants. If you are not in a good hu

mour, he strives to divert your thoughts 

by degrees from the subject with which 

he supposes them to be engaged ; and 

if he cannot prepare you to receive his 

application in a favourable manner, he



takes his leave without saying a word 

about i t : but if he thinks the moment 

auspicious, after telling you several 

times that he has called for no other 

purpose than to inquire how you do, 

and talking a long while on indifferent 

subjects, he astonishes you by soli

citing some favour, or by the mention of 

some business, of the utmost import

ance.
The Hindoos write on long palm- 

leaves prepared and dried for the pur

pose ; they use a style of iron, some

times of gold or silver, of a more or 

less elegant shape, but always tipped 

with a steel point. They write with 

great ease and celerity, either standing, 

sitting or walking, and scarcely looking

kk.
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at the leaf which they are using. Their 

letters are neat and well formed, the 

lines straight, and the distances equal: 

but it is not possible to form a correct 

notion of their writing, unless from in

spection. The annexed engraving re

presents a native of Malabar writing as 

he walks along. Their books, which 

are sometimes very bulky, are com

posed of similar leaves, and last as 

long as ours if any care be taken of 

them : they are not liable to injury 
from water.

The rajahs and princes of the south 

of Hindoostan, write letters and trans

mit orders on these palm-leaves, which 
are folded and sealed in a particular 

manner; but when they are writing 
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to persons of distinction they use paper 

like us. Paper is also used by the Hin

doos and Musulmans, all over the north 

of the peninsula. With the exception 

of certain complimentary forms, the 

Hindoos in general are clear, brief, and 

precise in all they write.

A Hindoo will not scruple to employ 

any dishonest artifice to release himself 

from engagements into which he has 

entered ; but he will never take advan

tage of any equivocal expression or 

informality in the written instrument 

by which he is bound: and as they 

have neither advocates, attorneys, nor 

notaries, they are strangers to all that 

disgraceful chicanery, to which flaws of 

this kind give rise among us.



In Canara, Guzerat, and in the north 

in general, both sexes wear more 

clothing than in the south. This ob

servation applies also to the principal 

European settlements, as Bombay, Ma

dras, Calcutta, Goa, &c.

The costume of the women varies 

according to the castes. The most 
common dress consists of a long piece 

of white or coloured stuff, which is 

thrown over the right shoulder, and 

fastened about the waist. Sometimes 

the females cover themselves entirely 

with this robe, either to screen them

selves from the eyes of the other sex, 

or from the rays of the sun.

In all parts of India, the women of 

every sect, and of all nations, wear
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bracelets of vitrified earth of different 

colours, green, yellow, and black. 

Their fingers and toes are adorned with 

brass, silver, or gold rings; they also 

wear rings of the same metals, of deli

cate workmanship, round the ancles. 

Some idea may be formed of the anti

quity of these ornaments from the sta

tues of the gods and goddesses, which 

are almost always decorated with them. 

Some females wear ear-rings, and others 

have gold and silver rings suspended 

from the nose, but the latter ornament 

is confined almost exclusively to the 

dancing-girls.
One of the women represented in the 

annexed engraving, holds a large and 

small vessel for taking up water, and
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wears round her neck a gold ornament 
called tali. Her hair is perfumed and 

tied up to the crown of the head. Her 

skin is stained with saffron, or some 

other yellow powder, the smell of 

which is agreeable to the Hindoos. 

The nails and toes are dyed red with 
the juice of an herb.

Greatly resembling the pastoral man

ners of the Mesopotamian damsels in 

the patriarchal days, the young women 

of Guzerat daily draw water from the 

public wells, and sometimes carry two 

or three earthen jars placed over 

each other on the head, which re

quiring perfect steadiness, gives them 

an erect and stately air. An English 

lady in India, whose great delight was
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to illustrate the sacred volume, by a 

comparison with the modern manners 

and customs of the Hindoos, reading 

the interview between Abraham’s ser

vant and Rebecca at the gate of Nahor, 

to an intelligent native, when she came 

to that passage where the virgin went 

down to the well with her pitcher upon 

her shoulder, her attentive friend ex

claimed: “ Madam, that woman was 

of high caste.”  This he implied from 
the circumstance of her carrying the 

pitcher on her shoulder and not on her 

head. Some of the highest classes 

among the Bramins do the same.

The women of the inferior castes 

wear a short cotton garment, which in 

general covers only the upper part of



the body, and reaches no lower than 

the loins.

Females of the superior castes, whe

ther married or not, never go abroad 

alone, and without being veiled from 

head to foot. If, however, they happen 

by any accident to be unveiled, and 

meet a European, they run as fast as 

they can to the first Indian house that 

has any appearance of respectability.

In the interior of the country in par

ticular, the women are alarmed at the 

presence of Europeans. There the 

sight of a single European is sufficient 

to throw the whole population of a 

village into consternation. The fact is, 

that intoxicated soldiers and others 

have frequently committed outrages in



the attempt to carry off women, or to 

procure provisions by force.

In Malabar, men of the superior 

castes only have the privilege of wear

ing rings of gold and silver, of carrying 

an umbrella or a cane, and of having a 

style for writing fastened by their side. 

These distinctions are forbidden to the 

lower castes, which must not assume 

them without a special grant from the 

rajah, of whom they cannot be obtained 

but by money.

The distinctions formerly conferred 

by the Hindoo princes, and still con

ferred by them wherever they yet rule, 

consist in one or two gold bracelets 

round the wrist; in the right to be 

carried in a palanquin, and other similar



honours corresponding, in some mea

sure, with the different orders of 

knighthood, instituted by the sovereigns 

of Europe.

The Hindoos manifest extreme ve

neration for their princes, whom they 

never approach but with demonstrations 

of the profoundest humility: hence we 

do not find it upon record that the blood 

of any Hindoo monarch was ever shed 

by his subjects while the history of 

the Mahometan princes, who have 

reigned in India, is filled with treasons 

and atrocious murders, committed on 

their persons by their own subjects.

In Malabar, a rajah, on his accession, 

would not, out of respect, sit upon the 

same seat, sleep in the same bed, or
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drink out of the same cup as his prede

cessor : every thing that has been used 

by the deceased prince is regarded as 

sacred, and not even touched.



M A N N E R S

OF THE OTHER INHABITANTS 

O F  H IN D O O S T A N .

Hindoostan is peopled by a great 
number of foreigners, whom its deli

cious climate and fertile soil have at

tracted from all parts of the world. 

Some entered the country as con

querors, after expelling or putting to 

death the rightful sovereigns; others 

sought refuge there from persecution, 

or repaired thither to form commercial 

establishments. All carried with them 

their peculiar manners and customs, 

which the climate, time, and intercourse



with the natives have since modified in

a thousand ways.
The Mahometans settled in Hin- 

doostan are not strict observers of the 

precepts of their religion. Differing 

from their ancestors, who first invaded 

this country and deluged it with blood, 

they have not the fanatical rage for 

converting or persecuting those who 

are not believers in Mahomet. It seems 

as if the example of the Hindoos had 

taught them toleration, and the genial 

climate of India divested their charac

ter of a great part of its ancient fero

city. Most of them scruple not to 

drink spirituous liquors, and frequent

ly intoxicate themselves with opium.

Tippoo Saib, sultan of Mysore, was



the only sovereign who, from a fa

natic zeal for the religion of Maho

met, destroyed almost all the churches 

in his dominions, banished the priests, 

and transported a great number of 

Christians to Seringapatam, where he 

caused them to be circumcised. When 

he had reduced the coast of Malabar, 

which afterwards fell into the power of 

the English, he caused Hindoos of every 

caste to be in like manner circumcised 

by force. This barbarous and impolitic 

intolerance diminished the population 

of his dominions and incensed the Hin

doos, most of whom fled from their 

country, and sought refuge in the states 

of the rajahs of Travancore and Cochin, 

and in the English possessions. He 
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thought himself aggrieved, it is true, 

by some Catholic priests, who were 

accused of furnishing his enemies, the 

English, in time of war, with informa

tion collected by them respecting his 

dominions. He left most of the Hin

doo temples standing; and afterwards 

adopting a more judicious policy, al

lowed the Bramins the free exercise of 

their religion.
The Musulmans are grave and re

served in speech and manners, polite 

and courteous, but false and addicted 

to flattery: and at home, they give 

themselves up to the indulgence of the 

most depraved appetites and to the 

most infamous vices.
They delight in ostentation and mag-



nificencc ; and as they came from dif

ferent countries, they value one ano

ther only according to their more or 

less illustrious origin. The various 

tribes disdain to ally themselves together 

by intermarriages. Few Mahometans 

engage in commercial pursuits, still 

fewer in agriculture or handicraft busi

ness ; these are, according to their 

ideas, degrading occupations; almost 

all of them have inherited the fondness 

of their ancestors for war, but not 

their valour. This difference is ascribed 

to the climate of India • it ought ra

ther to be charged to the account of 

the effeminate education which they 

there receive.
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The Musulmans have partly retained 

in Hindoostan the loose ample gar

ments which they wear in Turkey, in 

Egypt, and even in China. The oppo

site plate represents a Mahometan In

dian officer : the only difference of any 

consequence is in the turban, which is 

not near so high,
Most of the Mahometans in the in

terior have embraced the profession 

of arms : they are remarkable for their 

discipline and for their dexterity in the 

use of the sabre and the Malay dagger ■„ 

they are provided with a small buckler 

as an instrument of defence.

They are very expert riders, and ex

tremely fond of horses, pretending to

Ifet,
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judge of tlieir qualities by a great num

ber of signs, most of which are undoubt

edly fallacious.
The first Mahometan empire founded

in India was that of the Patans or *
Afghans, which lasted till the invasion 

of Tamerlane in 1398, and the name of 

which was scarcely known in Europe 

before the publication of the history 

of Ferishta, translated into English by 

Colonel Dow. Its limits varied with 

the abilities of its princes. Under weak 

and incapable monarchs, it was some

times reduced almost to nothing, be

cause the governors of its vast pro

vinces elevated themselves into petty 

sovereigns: at other periods it extend-

• ed from Bengal to Persia, and from the
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Carnatic to the lofty mountains of Se- 
valic.

The first inroads of the Musulmans 

in India nearly resemble those of the 

Spaniards in America on its first disco

very. These conquerors, filled with 

enthusiasm for the new religion of Ma

homet, rased to the ground the tem

ples of the Bramins, from which they 

carried off prodigious wealth: they 

broke in pieces a great number of gold 

and silver idols: and considering the 

Hindoos as idolaters, they persecuted, 

in order to convert them, massacred 

them, and had the barbarity to inflict on 

them the most cruel tortures. The 

ferocious Musulman, armed with sword 

and fire, spread destruction and con-



sternation in the name of Mahomet 

wherever he went, and endeavoured to 

sweep the name and memory o,f Buddha 

from the face of the earth. Some of 

the Hindoo sovereigns made a coura

geous and frequently successful resist- 

ence to these invasions of the Maho
metans ; others purchased with money 

a temporary peace of their enemies, 

or, struck with terror by their arms, 

endeavoured to appease their fury by 

valuable presents.

The splendour and magnificence of 

the courts of the Mahometan monarclis 

surpass all conception. Ferislita de

scribes their thrones as glittering all 

over with gold and precious stones, 

surrounded by troops of dancing-girls,



comedians, musicians, mimics, in short, 

every thing that can minister to plea

sure, luxury, and voluptuousness. It 

is asserted that the emperor Balin 

rarely went abroad without being pre
ceded by a train of one hundred thou

sand persons.

The annexed plate will convey some 

idea of the magnificence of a wealthy 

Musulman at home. It represents 

Sujah ul Dowlah, nabob of Oude and 

visir to the great M ogul; his son Asuf 

ul Dowlah, who succeeded him ; and his 

nine younger sons. The two principal 

figures are portraits of the persons whom 

they represent.

Mr Forbes has given a curious pic

ture of the kind of magnificence affected





by Asuf, who succeeded his father on 

the throne of Oude. This nabob was 

fond of lavishing his treasures on gar

dens, palaces, horses, elephants, Euro

pean guns, lustres, and mirrors. He 

expended annually about ,£20fT,000 in 

English manufactures. He had more 

than one. hundred gardens, twenty pa

laces, one thousand two hundred ele

phants, three thousand fine saddle 

horses, one thousand five hundred dou

ble-barrel guns, seventeen hundred 

superb lustres, thirty thousand shades 

of various forms and colours; seven 

hundred large mirrors, girandoles and 

clocks. Some of the latter were very 

curious, richly set with jewels, having 

figures in continual movement, and



playing tunes every hour; two of these 

clocks only, cost him thirty thousand 

pounds. Without taste or judgment, 

he was extremely solicitous to possess 

all that was elegant and rare : he had 

instruments and machines of every art 

and science, but he knew none; and 

his museum was so ridiculously ar

ranged that a wooden cuckoo-clock was 

placed close to a superb time-piece 

which cost the price of a diadem; and 

a valuable landscape of Claude Lor

raine suspended near a board painted 

with ducks and drakes. He sometimes 

gave a dinner to ten or twelve persons, 

sitting at their ease in a carriage drawn 

by elephants. His jewels amounted to 

about eight millions sterling. Amidst



this precious treasure, he might be 

seen for several hours every day hand

ling them as a child does his toys.

From the same source is derived the 

following description of the splendour 

with which this magnificent prince cele

brated the wedding of his adopted son, 

Vizier Aly, which took place at Luck

now in 1795, and surpassed in expense 

any similar solemnity of modern times.

The nabob had his tents pitched in 

the plains near the city of Lucknow ; 

among the number, were two remark

ably large made of strong cotton cloth, 

lined with the finest English broad 

cloth, cut in stripes of different colours, 

with cords of silk and cotton. These 

two tents cost five lacs of rupees, or



about fifty thousand pounds sterling. 

They were each one hundred and twenty 

feet long, sixty broad, and the poles 

about sixty feet h igh; the walls of the 

tents were ten feet high, partly cut into 

lattice-work for the women of the 

nabob’s seraglio, and those of the prin

cipal nobility to see through. His 

highness was covered with jewels to the 

amount of at least two millions sterling. 

The shumeeana was illuminated by 

two hundred elegant girandoles from 

Europe, as many glass shades with wax 

candles, and several hundred flambeaux; 

the glare and reflection were dazzling to 

the sight. Under this extensive canopy, 

above a hundred dancing-girls, richly 

dressed, went through their elegant but



rather lascivious dances and motions, 

and sung some soft airs of the country, 

chiefly Persic and Hindoo-Persic.

The bridegroom was about thirteen 

years of age, the bride ten ; both of a 

dark complexion and not handsome. 

The former was so absurdly loaded 

with jewels, that he could scarcely 

stagger under the precious weight.

From the shumeeana the company 

invited to this festivity proceeded on 

elephants, to an extensive and beautiful 

garden about a mile distant. The pro

cession was grand beyond conception ; 

it consisted of about twelve hundred ele

phants richly caparisoned, drawn up in 

a regular line like a regiment of soldiers. 

About one hundred elephants in the
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centre had houdas, or castles covered 

with silver: in the midst of these, ap- 

peared the nabob, mounted on an un

commonly large elephant, within a 

houda covered with gold, richly set 

with precious stones. On his right 

hand was the British resident at the 

court of Lucknow, on his left the 

young bridegroom : the English gen

tlemen and ladies and the native nobi

lity were intermixed on the right and 

left. On both sides of the road from 

the tents to the garden, was raised arti

ficial scenery of bamboo-work, very 

high, representing bastions, arches, 

minarets and towers, covered with lights 

in glass lamps, which made a grand 

display. On each side of the proces-



sion, in front of the line of elephants, 

were dancing-girls superbly dressed, 

(on platforms supported and carried by 

bearers) who danced as the company 

went along. These platforms consisted 

of a hundred on each side of the pro

cession, all covered with gold and silver 

cloths, with two girls and two musi

cians at each platform.
The ground from the tents to the 

garden, forming the road on which the 

procession moved, was inlaid with fire

works ; at every step of the elephants 

the earth burst, and threw up artificial 

stars in the heavens, to emulate those 

created by the hand of Providence, 

besides innumerable rockets and many 

hundred wooden shells, that burst in
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the air and shot forth a thousand fiery 

serpents. These, winding through the 

atmosphere, illuminated the sky, and, 

aided by the light of the bamboo scene

ry, turned a dark night into a bright 

day. The procession moved on very 

slowly, to give time for the fire-works 

inlaid in the ground to go off. The 

whole of this grand scene was farther 

lighted by above three thousand flam

beaux carried by men hired for the 

occasion. Thus the company moved 
on in stately pomp to the garden, which, 

though only a mile off, they were two 

hours in reaching. On arriving at the 

garden gate about nine in the evening, 

they descended from the elephants, and 

entered the garden illuminated by in-



numerable transparent paper lamps or 

lanterns of various colours, suspended 

to the branches of the trees. In the 

centre of the garden was a large edi

fice to which the nabob and his guests 

ascended, and were introduced into a 

grand saloon, adorned with girandoles 

and pendent lustres of English manu

facture, lighted with wax candles. Here 

they partook of an elegant and sump

tuous collation of European and Indian 

dishes, with wines, fruits, and sweet

meats ; at the same time, about a hun
dred dancing-girls sung their sprightly 

airs, and performed their native dances.

Thus passed the time till dawn, when 

the English visitors returned to their 

respective homes, delighted and won-
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der-struck with the enchanting scene, 

which seemed to realize all the extra

vagance of oriental fiction. The affable 

nabob rightly observed with a little 

Asiatic vanity, that such a spectacle 

was never before seen in India, and 

never would be seen again. The whole 

expense of this marriage-feast, which 

was repeated for three successive nights 

in the same manner, was upwards of 

^300,000 sterling.

It may not be amiss to add, that 

Vizier Aly, whose early years were mark

ed with such profuse magnificence, died 

in the year 1818,at Fort William, Calcut

ta, after a confinement there of above 

seventeen years in a kind of iron cage.

Most of the Mahometan emperors



crushed their subjects with the weight 

of insupportable taxes, took delight in 

spilling their blood, and frequently 

condemned them without inquiry to 

ignominious punishments; they were> 

in consequence, continually engaged in 

quelling insurrections, in punishing the 

rebellions of omrahs, nabobs, visirs, 

and generals. They had recourse to 

dissimulation, intrigue, the sword, poi

son, and any other means, to raise and 

maintain themselves upon a throne sur

rounded by a thousand dangers. Sus

picions and alarms not completely 

stifled with blood sprung up again 

on all sides; prudence and courage 

generally proved insufficient, and seve

rity was as little to be relied on as



clemency. Most of these emperors 

were betrayed and hurled from the throne 

by their friends, their wives, their bro

thers, or their own children. Some of 

them were confined for life in a nar

row prison; others had their ears cut 

off and their eyes put out, while some 

were even flayed alive.

Still, among all the scenes of perfidy, 

villany and atrocity, which we meet 

with on every page in their historians, 

we occasionally discover some bright 

examples of magnanimity, valour, ge

nerosity, fidelity, and all the virtues 

that are most honourable to human 
nature.

Several of these emperors had acade

mies at their court, founded universi-



ties, applied the in selves to the study of 

the belles-lettres, patronized and en

couraged such as distinguished them

selves in the arts and sciences, by load

ing them with wealth and honours, and 

thus collected around them philoso

phers, physicians, astronomers, histo

rians, and especially poets, whom Fe- 

rishta terms great, noble, illustrious, 

flowers of genius, though not only their 

works, but also their very names are 

mostly unknown to Europeans.

The religious worship of the Maho

metans in India differs from that es

tablished in the dominions of the Grand 
Signor.

The mosques, or Mahometan temples, 

are massive edifices, coated with plaster:



on the west side they have a piazza of 

five, seven, or nine arcades, and on 

each side minarets, or high slender 

towers, terminating in a point. In the 
centre of the interior is a kind of pul

pit, in which is kept a copy of the 

Koran, and where an iman or fakeer 

reads aloud some chapter of that re

vered volume. The floor is usually 

covered with costly carpets, and lamps 
are continually burning under the ar

cades.

In front of the mosques there is 

always a spacious basin full of water, 

where the true believers perform their 

ablutions before and after divine service. 

Near this basin they leave their slip

pers, which they must not take with



them into the mosque. A European, 

before he enters the sacred edifice, 

must, in like manner, put off his shoes.

The grand mausoleums built in ho

nour of princes or saints are always 

attended by a priest, who says prayers, 

or performs other ceremonies for the 

deceased. In the centre of the mauso

leum is a large sarcophagus, containing 

the remains of the person for whom it 

was erected; and above hangs a lamp 

which is kept constantly burning. Splen

did carpets are spread round the sar

cophagus, and the sides of the monu

ment are adorned with glass globes, 
gilt or silvered.

The cemeteries are almost always 

contiguous to the mosques. The graves



of the poor Musulmans are merely 

covered with a hillock of earth. After 

the funeral, the relatives of the de

ceased lay fragrant shrubs and gar

lands of flowers upon the grave : they 

visit them every year, and say long 

prayers before them.
The priests reside at the mosque, 

for the convenience of summoning the 

faithful to prayers at day-break, from 

the tops of the minarets : when they 

make a tremendous noise with wooden 

cymbals and metal basins, which they 

strike one against another.

One of the most remarkable festivals 

of the Mahometans in the East Indies is 

that of Hassan and Hosein, held in me

mory of the two sons of Ali the son-in-



law of the prophet, whom they revere 

as martyrs. This festival lasts nine 
days, during’ which, the people indulge 

in all kinds of extravagances. The 

young Mahometans make themselves 

a grotesque dress, bedizened with rib
bons or pieces of gilt paper, like that 

of the London chimney-sweepers on 
May-day; and they are every where 

seen dancing with a stick in one hand, 

and a drawn sword in the other.

On the last day, there is a solemn 

procession, in which the standard of 

Mahomet is borne by an elephant; 

while Indians, mounted on the back of 

the animal, beat great kettle-drums. 

The Musulmans, by way of evincing
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their devotion, intoxicate themselves 

with opium, which produces a tempo

rary madness that frequently hurries 

them into criminal excesses.

On this occasion, at Arcot, the bazaar 

which faces the great mosque is illu

minated ; and here and there are erect

ed small theatres where puppet-shows 

and the magic lantern are exhibited. 

At certain distances are kindled bon

fires, round which the crowd dance,
. shouting with all their might the names 

ofHassan and Hosein, and Mustapha 

Reiman. The Mahometan seapoys, 

or soldiers, do no duty while this fes

tival lasts, a circumstance not without 

danger when the troops happen to be



at that time in the field, because the 

Mahometans cannot then be made to 

submit to any discipline.

The Musulmans on the coast of 

Coromandel follow the professions of 

tailors, beaters of cotton, dealers in 

perfumes, pearls, jewels, &c.

Among the foreign nations settled 

in India, we must not omit to notice 

the Parsees, Gaurs, or Guebres, de

scendants from the ancient Persians, 

and a small remnant of a once mighty 

nation. It is related that they left 

Persia, to the number of eighteen or 

twenty thousand, when Abubeker, in 

the seventh century of the Christian 

era, laid waste their beautiful country 

with fire and sword, and forced the
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inhabitants to abjure the religion of 

their forefathers, and to embrace Ma

hometanism. They first fled to the is

land of Ormus, and thence passed over 

into Guzerat, where the Hindoo so

vereigns afforded them succour and pro

tection, and permitted them to settle 

in the country and to retain the free 

exercise of their religion. They mere

ly subjected them to certain conditions, 

one of which, for instance, was, that 
they should not kill, or eat the flesh of 

either cow or ox. The descendants of 

these refugees are still faithful to the 

contract made by their ancestors ; and 

in like manner, to gratify the Maho

metan princes, who succeeded the Hin

doo sovereigns, they abstain from eat-



ing the flesh of the hog, though their 

religion prohibits only that of the hare 

and the stag. They have a high vene

ration for the cock, because, by his 

crowing, he proclaims the return of the 

sun ; for they adore fire and the sun, 

not as God, but as the most perfect 

image of the deity. They nevertheless, 

do not scruple to kill and eat hens.

The great visible objects of the ve

neration of the Parsees are the ele

ments, and especially fire. Light is 

regarded by them as the best and no

blest symbol of the Supreme Being, 

who is without form. In consequence 

of this veneration for light and fire, 

the sun, moon, planets, stars, and the 

heavens themselves, are objects of pe-
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culiar respect; and in praying, they 

delight to turn to them, especially to 

the rising sun. It is a curious sight, 

says a traveller, to see the worshippers 

of the sun, dressed in white flowing 

robes, and their heads wrapped in co

loured turbans, thronging to the espla

nade at Bombay, and shouting on the 

first appearance of the resplendent lu 

minary, or humbly prostrating them

selves when he is about to sink below 

the horizon. The women do not join 

in these ceremonies; but they are still 

accustomed to fetch water, like the 

wives and daughters of the patriarchs 

of old.
The Parsees pretend still to possess 

the institutions of Zoroaster or Zer-



dusht; and according to their priests, 

the sacred fire which they brought with 

them from Persia has never been ex

tinguished. They have no temples 

considered as the residence of God, or 
of superior beings ; their atesh-hadehs, 

or fire-mansions, being merely edifices 

for keeping the holy fire perpetually 

burning and undefiled. In external ap

pearance they resemble private houses.

There are two species of the sacred 
fire in India, the behrarn and the adiran : 

the former ought to be composed of 

one thousand and one different species 

of fire, and the latter of at least fifteen 

or sixteen. These various kinds are 

enumerated as fire generated from 

rubbing two pieces of wood, from a



kitchen-fire, a funeral pile, &c. The 

behram fire, to which high reverence 

is paid, is found in no more than three 

temples in all India: the adiran fires 

are much more numerous, there being 

five or six in Bombay alone, and many 

in other places. Each temple has only 

one sacred fire, before which the daily 

prayers and certain others are read.

These fire-temples are always covered, 

and so constructed, that no rays of the 

sun can fall directly on the sacred fire 

which they contain. Certain parts of 

their liturgy are repeated only by the 

priest standing or sitting, in long and 

pure white attire, before the sacred fire. 

Over his mouth is a small piece of 

white cloth, to prevent the saliva from
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dropping out to defile the fire while he

reads the sacred books. The fire is fed 

uith any dry wood.

In their public prayers much use is 

made of the consecrated water called 

:-/r, or force, which is supposed to he 

powerful in repelling demons, and to 

impart peculiar efficacy to the sacred 

rites.
The holy females who take care to 

keep up a fire before their habitations, 

and strictly observe the rites of their 

religion, are held in great veneration 

by the Parsees. The annexed en

graving represents one of these women 

receiving a visit from a lady of her re

ligion, accompanied by her son and 

daughter. The boy falls at the feet of



the saint, while the mother presents 

her with some fruit. By her side, in 

the fore-ground, is a fire, on which 

pieces of various kinds of fragrant 

wood are burning.

The priests of the Parsees are called 

Mobed, and their patriarchs Destur. 

The dress of the Mobed resembles that 

of the other Parsees, excepting that 

their turban is white, while the latter 

confine themselves to no particular co

lour. They shave neither the chin nor 

the head, as the Parsees do. Their 

turban differs in shape from that of the 

Musulmans and Hindoos, inasmuch as 

it is pointed before.

The Parsees are well shaped and in 

general almost as fair as Europeans.



They have fine large black eyes, and 

aquiline noses. The women are also 

very fair; they are narrowly watched, 

and adultery in them is punished with 

death. The Parsees are cautious to 

keep the matter from the knowlege of 

the government, whether Mahometan 

or English, which would not fail to 

mitigate the sentence 5 but we are as

sured that they have secret means of 

carrying it into execution.

Marriages are concluded between fa

milies while the parties are still chil

dren ; but they are not allowed to live 

together till both have attained the 

age of puberty. The Parsees marry 

but one wife, who must be of their own 

nation; those, however, who reside at



a distance from their principal establish

ments, are at liberty to keep concubines 

of foreign nations. Not a beggar is to 

be seen among them, because they re

lieve and assist one another with great 

zeal and charity. They all follow 

some profession or commercial pur

suit ; are obliging, civil, active, indus

trious, and in general faithful and ho

nest : they are above all remarkably 

prudent, and anxious to live in har

mony with all the world.
Their religion, resembling in this 

point that of Brama, admits no prose

lytes. Though strongly attached to 

their ancient doctrines and customs, 

they have nevertheless adopted several 

of the superstitions of the Hindoos.



Parsees are to be met with in all 

parts of Hindoostan : but their princi

pal settlements, and if we may so ex

press it, the nucleus of their little 

nation is in Guzerat, Surat and Bom

bay, and in the environs of those cities. 

It is said that their number amounts to 

one hundred thousand souls, and that, 

owing to their manufactures and indus

try, they are daily increasing. They pos

sess handsome gardens, estates and vil

lages. The wealthy ride in carriages 

similar to ours, and they frequently give 

magnificent entertainments to Euro

peans at their elegant country-houses.

Some of the largest vessels that are 

to be seen in the ports of Bombay and 

Surat belong to the Parsees. They
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are built by themselves, and they have 

always new ones on the stocks, for 

they want neither materials nor skilful 

engineers. Their economical disposi

tion does not prevent their being hu

mane and charitable. One of them, 

during a time of scarcity at Bombay, 

fed daily upwards of two thousand 

persons ; and the instances of this sort 

are not rare. Jealous of the honour of 

their nation, they carefully smother 

any scandal that happens to arise among 

them 5 and in short they may be said 
to form but one family.

They have a particular and supersti

tious affection for dogs, and they may 

frequently be seen walking on the gla

cis at Bombay, distributing cakes and



bread among all the aged, lame, infirm, 

or forsaken dogs they meet with.

Their reverence for the elements 

makes them careful in no manner to de

file them. No impurity is allowed to 

be thrown either into the fire or into 

the water.

None of them follow the trade of 

smiths, though not prevented by any po

sitive injunction: they never extinguish 

a light, nor do they enlist as seapoys, 

pretending that they dare not defile the 

fire by the use of fire-arms. In the great 

fire in Bombay in 1803, they stood for a 

long time idle, witnessing the progress 

of the flames; but when they found them 

continuing to spread, to the ruin of their 

houses and property, their interest got
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the better of tlieir scruples, and many 

of them wrought with great alacrity, 

both in procuring water and in helping 

to extinguish the fire. All other na

tives of the east, when about to take an 

oath, cast off their shoes or sandals; 

the Parsees alone put them on, so as in 

some measure to insulate themselves 

from the elements. Hence too they 

never bury the bodies of their dead, 

for fear of defiling the earth, but leave 

them to moulder away and to be con

sumed by the birds of prey. Their 

dohmehs, or places of sepulture, are 

round towers, having platforms or ter

races near the top, sloping gently to 

the centre, in which is a round hole 

for receiving the bones and decayed



matter. On these the dead bodies are 

laid, exposed to the wind and rain, and 

to the birds of the air.

As it is supposed that the malignant 

spirits, ever watchful to injure man

kind, are particularly eager to assail 

the soul at the moment of its separation 

from the body, the Parsees not only 

recite prayers and read their books near 

their dying friends, to keep the de

mons away, but are careful to have a 

dog close by, as they imagine that that 

animal, from its quick sight, will per

ceive, and by its barking, alarm and 

chase away the infernal assailant.

The dead body is dressed in clean but 

old clothes, and conveyed to the place 

of exposure on an iron b ier; for wood
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being the aliment of fire, it might, if 

of that material, be accidentally burned 

and the element of fire be thus defiled. 

They place meat and drink near the 

body for three days, as during that time 

the soul is supposed to hover round in 

. hopes of being re-united to it. They 

watch the corpse, to see on which eye 

the vulture first seizes: if on the right 

eye, it is a fortunate sign. The dogs 

drive away the evil spirits, who, during 

that time are continually on the watch 

to carry off the soul to hell. If a dog 

takes a piece of bread from the mouth 

of the deceased, his happy state is con

sidered as secure. He who touches the 

dead is impure for nine days. On the 

fourth day the soul ceases to linger



about the body, and goes to happiness 

or vvoe. Should any one revive after 

having been carried to the dokmeh, he 

is shunned by all, as having had com

merce with impure spirits, till purified 

by the priest. But there is reason to 

imagine, that the popular superstition 

goes still farther, and that no return is 

now ever heard of.
When the fourth day has arrived, the 

angel Seriosh appears and carries the 

soul to the bridge of Chinevad, which 

extends from earth to heaven ; the evil 

spirits attempt to bind and ruin it, the 

good angels protect it. The angel Rash- 

nerast weighs its actions standing on the 

bridge; if the scale of good prepon

derates, the bridge, which in its natural



state is as narrow as a hair, widens, and 

the celestial dog- that guards its farther 

extremity suffers the soul to proceed 

to heaven ; if the evil prevails, the soul 

is precipitated over the narrow bridge, 

into the gulfs of hell which open be
low.

The punishments of hell are de

scribed as very much resembling the 

vulgar notions of the Christians on that 

subject. They are inflicted by scorch

ing fire, by serpents, by devils gnaw

ing and tormenting their victims, tearing 

some limb from limb, hanging others 

on hooks and hewing them to pieces 

alive. Besides heaven and hell, they 

have a middle state, where the souls 

of those whose good and evil actions are



equally balanced remain till the judg

ment.

The Parsee hell is not eternal. After 

the present, or the third period of three 

thousand years, in which the influence 

of Ormazd and Aliriman, the good and 

evil principle, are equally divided on 

earth, is past, commences the fourth 

period of three thousand years. This 

will belong exclusively to the latter:, 

scourges of every kind, pestilence, con

tagion, hail, famine, war, will afflict 

the earth, and mankind will be reduced 

to the last degree of suffering and mi

sery.

At the end of that period will be the 

resurrection, when Ormazd will be final

ly triumphant. Each element will then



give up what it holds of man, and two 

liquors, the hom, which is the juice of 

a particular shrub, and the milk of the 

bull, heziosh, will restore the whole 

human race to life. The angel Sosiosh 

will be their judge. The wicked will 

be punished for three days and three 

nights, into which period will be com

pressed an aggregate of suffering more 

painful than nine thousand years of 

torture. Their lamentations will rise 

from hell to Ormazd, who will deliver 

them. The blazing star gursher will 

fall on the earth ; the hills and mountains 

will melt with fervent heat, and all man

kind will pass through the liquid boiling- 

mass. The just will feel it only milk- 

warm ; the wicked will endure exeruci-



ating agony, but it will be tlie last of 

tlieir sufferings.

Ahriman will cross the bridge of Clii- 

nevad, and return to h e ll; he will be 

burned and purified in boiling metals. 

Hell itself will undergo this purification; 

all its impurities will disappear. The 

mountains will be levelled, and earth will 

become aparadise. Nothing will wax old. 

Mankind will enjoy eternal pleasure, 

knowing and loving those friends and 

relations whom they loved on earth. Ah

riman himself will be restored, and evil 

will disappear from the universe: though 

the popular opinion is, that this evil 

spirit and all his demons will be anni

hilated.
The Jews have more considerable



settlements and more stable habita

tions in India than in any country in Eu

rope. Bombay has many thousands of 
inhabitants of that nation, who neither 

refuse to have communication with 

Musulmans nor to bear arms. Cash- 

mere contains a numerous colony, sup

posed by Bernier to be descended from 

the refugees who fled to this country at 

the time of the Babylonish captivity. 

Part of the tribe of Manasseh is said to 

have settled here after wandering about 

for three years. Their number at that 

time, is computed at 2 0 ,0 0 0 , and as 

they were kindly received by the Hin

doos they increased to 80,000 families, 

and amassed such wealth that they pur

chased for themselves the small king-



dom of Cranganore, on the coast of 

Malabar, and there formed a separate 

republic, governed by two chiefs of their 

most distinguished families. Though 

they are now reduced to a comparatively 

very low state, yet they still possess 

their annals from the time of Nebu

chadnezzar in the Hebrew language, of 

which the celebrated Van Rlieeden has 

published a Dutch translation.

These are what are called the white 

Jews. A particular class of the Jews 

of this country, who keep themselves 

distinct from the others, are styled the 

black Jews. The latter are descended 

from the black slaves, whom the former 

purchased and initiated into their reli

gion.
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Paolino reckons that there are about 

20,000 Jews on the Malabar coast 

alone, so that their number throughout 

all Hindoostan must be considerable.
The Armenians, considered in their 

mercantile character, form a valuable 

class of the population of this penin

sula; as do likewise the Arabs, who, 

owing to the proximity of their native 

country, have long had commercial in

tercourse with Hindoostan. Paolino 

computes the number of Arabs settled 

in Malabar alone at 100,000.

There were Christians, and in no 

small number, in Hindoostan many cen

turies before the arrival of the Euro

peans in that country. The St. Tho

me Christians, as they are called, even



date their origin from the time of St. 

Thomas, the apostle; who, as they 

assert, on quitting Palestine, traversed 

Persia and arrived at Meliapore, com

monly called St. Thomd, near Madras, 

where he received martyrdom at the 

hands of a Bramin. His bones were 

afterwards carried as relics to the moun

tain of St. Thom 6 , in the interior of 

the country, whither many devout 

Christians of all sects still go on pilgri

mage.
Whether this story be fabulous or 

not, Pennant informs us, that so early 

as the year 883, Alfred the Great, in 

consequence of a vow, sent a bishop 

first to Rome, and thence to India with 

alms for the Christians of St. Thomas
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or Meliapore; which shows, at least, 
that these must have been settled in 

Hindoostan, long anterior to the arrival 
of de Gama.

Their customs differ considerably 

from those of the Romish church, and 

this is likewise the case with the Chris

tians of Cranganore, on the opposite 

coast of Malabar. Gama, on his first 

arrival in the East Indies, found about 
200,000 Christians on that coast, who 

acknowledged not the pope, but the 

patriarch of Babylon alone as their 

spiritual head- They still continue 

to be very numerous; for Hyder Ali 

found, on the reduction of Badnore in 

Canara, 80,000 native Christians who 

enjoyed important privileges. The pre-



sent number of the St. Thome chris- 
tains is computed at about 1 0 0 , 0 0 0  in 

Malabar.

The second report of the Calcutta 

Church Missionary Society, lately pub

lished, makes us acquainted with a sect 

of Hindoo deists, called Sauds, in the Up

per Provinces. The founder of this sect 

flourished about the year 1600. Their 

only mode of public worship consists 

in chanting a hymn. They utterly 

reject and abhor all kinds of idolatry, 

and the Ganges is held by them in no 

greater veneration than by Christians ; 

although the converts are made chiefly, 

if not entirely, from among the Hin

doos, whom they resemble in outward
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appearance. They are pure deists: 

their name for god is Sutgur, and Saud, 

the appellation of the sect, means ser

vant of God.

The Sauds resemble the Quakers in 

their customs in a remarkable degree. 

Their dress is always white, and or

naments and gay apparel of every kind 

are strictly prohibited. They never 

make any obeisance or sulam. They 
will not take an oath, from which they 

are exempted in the courts of justice, 

their asseveration, as that of the Qua

kers, being considered equivalent.

The Sauds profess to abstain from all 

luxuries, such as tobacco, paun, opium, 

and wine. They never have nauclics



or dancing. All attack on man or beast 

is forbidden 5 but in self-defence, re

sistance is allowable.

Industry is enjoined. The Sauds, 

like the Quakers, take great care of 

their poor and infirm people. To re

ceive assistance out of their tribe, would 

be reckoned disgraceful and render the 

offender liable to excommunication. 

All parade of worship is forbidden. 

Secret prayer is commended; alms 

should be unostentatious, and they are 

not to be done, that they should be 

seen of men. The due regulation of 

the tongue is a principal duty.

The Sauds are an orderly and well- 

conducted people, and are chiefly en

gaged in trade. The principal seats



of the sect are Dehly, Agra, Jypoor, 

and Furrukhabad; but several of its 

members are scattered over the coun

try. An annual meeting takes place 

at one or other of the above-mentioned 

cities, at which the concerns of the sect 

are settled.



OF THE HINDOO CASTES.

Brama divided the Hindoos into four 

principal castes. The first is that of 

the Brnmins, the second that of the 

Khattries, comprehending- the rajahs 

and the m ilitary; the third, that of 

the Vaisya, consisting of the husband

men and tradesmen; and the fourth, 

that of the Sooders, or artisans and la

bourers of all kinds. This general 

division, however, is far from conveying 

any idea of the multitude of castes, 

classes, or tribes into which the Hin

doos are divided: they are said to 

amount to nearly one hundred, and the



distinctions wliich separate them are 

so numerous and so varied, that the 

Bramins themselves are sometimes 
puzzled to assign the different steps of 
this long ladder.

The Bramins sprung from the head, 

or according to some, from the mouth 

of Brama; the Khattries from his 

arms ; the Vetisya from his belly ; and 

the Sooders from his feet. Admitting 

this origin of the castes, who can doubt 

that the Bramin, as the offspring of 

the head, is of a nobler nature than the 

Sooder, who is descended from the foot 

only ?

The second caste, or that of the 

Khattries, is also called Rajpoot, or 

caste of the rajahs. It is divided into



two classes, one descended from the 

sun and the other from the moon- 

On the Malabar coast there is a caste 

called Nairs, who nearly resemble the 

Khattries. In ancieut times there were 

neither Bramins nor Khattries in that 

country, and at the present day it 

contains but a small number of the lat

ter, who are strangers in i t : but the 

Bramins came thither from other parts 

of Hindoostan. The Nairs, though in 

fact of the caste of the Sooders, yet being 

from time immemorial in possession of 

the government of the country, have by 

degrees arrogated to themselves the 

rank of Khattries ; and the Bramins, 

having been favourably received by them, 

seem to have winked at this usurpation.



The castes of the Vaisya and Soo* 

del's are subdivided into a multitude of 

ether castes which have no communica

tion with one another. Each individual 

is invariably confined to the profession 

or trade appropriated to the caste to 

which he belongs ; the son always fol

lows the profession of the father ; at 

least there are but few exceptions to 

this rule, from which nothing but abso

lute necessity can authorize a devia

tion.
The Parias, of whom we shall treat 

elsewhere, are not a distinct caste, as 

has long been supposed, but the scum 

of all the castes.
These castes, even to the very lowest, 

have ridiculous distinctions among



themselves. The coolee, or porter, 

who carries a burden on his head, 

would refuse to take it on his back : 

in several countries, the dealer in corn 

must not sell o il; and he who sells 

salt must not deal in vinegar, &c. This 

division into castes subjects the masters 

of houses to great expense, as the 

meanest domestic absolutely refuses to 

perform any office but that allotted to 
him by his caste.

The lower tribes of Hindoos are not 

so scrupulous as the higher about what 

they eat or touch, especially if they are 

not observed by others. Those domes

ticated with Europeans generally affect 

to be very scrupulous: an English 

table, therefore, covered with a variety 
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of food, is necessarily surrounded by a 

number of sei'vants of different castes 

to attend the guests. At Baroche, 

Surat and Bombay, a Hindoo will not 

remove a dish that has been defiled 

with beef; a Mahometan cannot touch 

a plate polluted by pork, nor will a 

Parsee take one away on which is hare 

or rabbit. Mr. Forbes during his resi

dence in India, never knew more than 

one Parsee servant who would snuff a 

candle, for fear of extinguishing the 

symbol of the deity he worships ; nor 

would this man ever do it in the pre

sence of another Parsee.

Such scruples are not confined to 

any particular caste ; they more or less 

pervade every tribe in India, and are



cherished by the active soldier as well 

as the pious Bramin. In the Ayeen 

Akbery, we read of Narrain Doss, a 

principal chief in the Rahtore tribe, 

who lived with such austerity that his 

only food was grain which had passed 

through oxen and been separated from 

their dung—an aliment considered by 

the Bramins as the purest of all food.

A religious and civil law, not less 

ancient than invariable, has strictly 

forbidden any mixture of blood and 

intermarriages between the different 

castes, with scarcely any exceptions. 

Before the institution of this law, mar

riages of this kind were permitted, and 

thus the Hindoos account for that mul

titude of intermediate classes derived
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from the four original castes; the 

lowest being descended from the higher 

castes by the mother only, for the hus

band raises or degrades his wife to his 

own level.

Every sentence which excludes a Hin

doo is irrevocable: no expiations, no 

services, can reinstate him in the rights 

which he has lost: hence degradation 

is more dreaded than any other punish

ment by the Hindoos: it is a kind of 

outlawry which separates the culprit 

from his friends and relatives by an 

everlasting harrier. For the rest, the 

Hindoos are not liable to expulsion 

from their caste for believing or disbe

lieving certain articles of religion. A 

person loses his caste for neglecting



external rights and practices, for living 

or eating with one of an inferior caste ; 

for marrying or having an intimate 

connection with a person of such caste; 

and lastly, for subsisting on prohibited 
food.

The two following- anecdotes prove 

to what a length the Bramins carry 

their superstition in regard to castes.

A Bramin of Calcutta, afflicted with 

a painful disease, was carried by his 

desire to the banks of the Ganges, for 

the purpose of seeking in its waters the 

most blessed of deaths in the opinion of 

the Hindoos. A party of Englishmen 

passed in a boat near the spot where the 

Bramin was lying without signs of life, 

waiting for the flood to carry him away
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into tlie sacred current. One of tliem, 

filled with compassion for the state of a 

man whom he supposed to have met 

with some accident, rowed to the place, 

hoisted the Bramin onboard, recalled him 

to life by the unsparing administration of 

cordials, and conveyed him to Calcutta. 

The other Bramins immediately declared 

him infamous and degraded from his 

caste. In vain did the Englishman prove 

to them that he alone was to blame, 

since he had taken him up in a state of 

insensibility. He had drunk with a 

stranger—he had taken food at his 

hands, a crime for which, according to 

the Hindoo laws, he was to be deprived 

of all means of subsistence: he incurred 

the penalty of civil death, bu t the English



courts decreed, that the person who had 

saved his life should supply him with 

food. Abandoned by his family and 

friends—an object of scorn and indig

nity, the unfortunate Bramin led a miser

able life for three years ; a fresh disease 

then renewed his desire of death, and 

his benefactor, whose purse was ex

hausted, was not very anxious to dis

suade him from his design.
Another Bramin, being oppressed with 

thirst as he journeyed along, met a wo

man of low condition carrying a vessel

full of water on her head. He asked 
#

her for some to drink, but, that he might 

not receive water from an impure hand, 

he formed a little channel on the ground; 

the woman poured in the water at one



end and the Brarain drank at the other. 

One of his caste, who happened to be 

passing- at the time, witnessed the cir

cumstance, and accused him before the 

council of the Bramins: the affair was 

investigated, and' he narrowly escaped 

the sentence of exclusion from the caste-

The laws of Menu, however, have 

permitted the Bramin, who has no other 

means of preserving himself from starv

ing, to receive the food that is offered 

him by any individual of a lower caste : 

an indulgence founded on the example 

of several richeys, or saints, who made 

no scruple to accept such donations.

The Bramins, it is true, are not always 

so rigid. When the fault which has 

occasioned the exclusion of a Bramin



from his caste was involuntary, or a 

sufficient excuse can be made for it, 

they have devised a kind of regeneration 

for the purpose of reinstating him in his 

rights, from which they must derive 

considerable profit. It consists in caus

ing the culprit to pass through a statue 

of gold, cast for the purpose, represent

ing the feminine nature in the form of a 

woman or a cow. We shall subjoin two
it

examples:—

Tiie rajah of Travancore having, in 

time of war, caused somereligious houses 

to be demolished, the Bramins, by way 

4 of giving him absolution for this sin, 

required that, after offering various 

sacrifices, he should pass through a 

golden cow, entering at the mouth and
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coming out at the other extremity. The 

prince was weak enough to submit to 

this ridiculous ceremony, because the 

Bramins informed him that this was the 

only method of expiating his guilt and 

becoming regenerated. When the cere

mony was over, the cow was broken in 

pieces and divided among the Bramins.

The second instance of this kind is 

extracted from the Asiatic Researches. 

The unfortunate rajah Raghu-Natb, 

commonly called Ragoba, sent two Bra- 

nuns on an embassy to England: but they 

went no farther than Suez. On their 

return they were treated as degraded 

from their caste, because they had 

crossed the Indus, which neither the 

Bramins nor any other religious persons



are allowed to pass; and because more

over, it was thought, that, in travelling 

through countries inhabited by impure 

tribes, they could not possibly observe 

all the rules prescribed in the sacred 

books. The Bramins were assembled 

from all parts of the province, and held 

many consultations on a point of such 

importance. All the authority of the 

rajah could not procure the absolution 

of the Bramins. The holy assembly, 

however, decreed, that in consideration 

of their personal character and the 

object of their journey, which had been 

undertaken solely for the good of their 

country, they might be regenerated. 

The Bramins, as before, divided among



themselves the golden cow that was cast 

for this second ceremony.

There is another mode of reinstating 

those who have lost their caste without 

being aware of it,or for very slight faults. 

It is less profitable to the Bramins, con

sisting in nothing more than drinking 

a liquid called panciagawia, and com

posed of cow’s urine, cow-dung, diluted 

with fresh milk, butter and milk turned 

a little sour. In this manner the Bra

mins re-admitted into the bosom of the 

religion of Brama such Hindoos as had 

been compelled by Tippoo to embrace 

Mahometanism. The pious Hindoos 

are accustomed to take some of this 

drink once a year, to purify themselves



from the stains they may have contracted 

by not strictly performing the duties of 

the particular caste to which they be

long.
The division of the different classes 

of society into distinct castes, which are 

not permitted either to intermarry or to 

hold any intercourse whatever with one 

another, seems in remote antiquity not 

to have belonged exclusively to the 

Hindoos; for it existed among the 

ancient Egyptians, and among the 

Israelites. At the present day, if we 

except certain customs still observed 

by the descendants of the Jewish nation, 

and some professions which are heredi

tary in China, the Hindoos are the only
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people who have a complete system of

this kind.

As this system, which is wholly arti

ficial, could not be established till long 

after the wants of society had given rise 
to different professions, the legislator, 

in order to introduce the more easily a 

division so humiliating and so oppres

sive to certain classes, must have repre

sented it as an ancient and divine insti

tution, and thus have given it the double 

sanction of religion and of time. Hence 

it was supposed that Brama was its 

author; but, according to the Shaster, 

or sacred book, it was anterior to Brama, 

and existed in the first age, whereas 

Brama, according to the same book,



was not created till the beginning of the 

second age.
Be that as it may, this institution 

appears impolitic and unworthy of an 

enlightened legislator. It extinguishes 

all emulation, by depriving men of the 

hopes of rising to a state superior to 

that in which they were born, and is 

revolting to the principle of natural 

equality: it is as inconvenient as ridi

culous in its consequences, and finally 

it breaks all the bonds of humanity. 

Wretched, indeed, is his situation who 

is overtaken by sickness, and has not 

about him servants or other persons of 

his own caste. He is abandoned to his 

fate by those of a superior caste, and 

dare not accept the assistance of those
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belonging to an inferior—nay, rather 

than do this he would prefer being left 

to perish.

The difficulty, or more correctly 

speaking, the impossibility of perform

ing all the dutie s and ceremonies of 

his caste, accustoms the religious Hin

doo to fasting and a thousand other 

mortifications. Each caste is more

over so jealous of its peculiar prero
gatives, that if an inferior caste were to 

presume to imitate another, even in 

matters of the most trifling import, the 

latter would move heaven and earth in 

defence of its rights, and an open rup

ture would infallibly ensue between the 
two rival castes.

It may appear extraordinary that no



person belonging to the degraded castes 

has ever opposed a doctrine which 

dooms them to perpetual misery and 

abjection: nothing can afford a stronger 

proof of the power of religion over the 
human mind. The Hindoo, accustom

ed from infancy to the assertion that 

God has placed him in the condition in 

which he was born, and in which he 

is to die, to punish him for the sins 

committed by him in a preceding life, 

resigns himself to what he is taught 

to consider as the will of the Almighty 
and a chastisement which he has de

served ; nor does he ever conceive the 

idea of suspecting his priests of impos

ture.
It must not be imagined, however,
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that the institution of castes is observed 

in its utmost rigour on the coast, where 

commerce, mutual interest, and the 

collision of opinions, continually tend to 

bring them together, to blend them, 

and to efface the line of demarcation by 

which they are separated. The man

ners and customs of the Hindoos in 

general have undergone more or less 

alteration, in the countries which have 
been or are at present subject to Ma

hometans or to Europeans. A Bramin 

residing at Madras, or at Calcutta, and 

having continual intercourse with Eu

ropeans, is not, in his own estimation, 

so sacred a personage, nor so scrupu

lously attached to the privileges of his 

caste, as the Bramin, who lives in the



interior of the country, where the in
habitants have but little communica

tion with strangers. It is there only 

that the political and religious system 

of the Hindoos is preserved in all its 

purity, it is there that India is still 

what it probably was in the most re

mote ages.
It is said that once a year all dis

tinction of castes ceases in the temple 

of Jaggernaut, and that on this day, 

destined to commemorate the primi

tive equality of mankind, the Bramin 

and the Paria eat together. As Vishnu 

is adored in this temple in his incarna

tion as Buddha, and as the latter taught 

new doctrines, it is possible that among 

other reforms, he endeavoured to abo-



lish the odious institution of castes, 

and that to accomplish his purpose 

he enjoined the celebration of this festi

val. Unfortunately Buddha did not 

succeed in his plans; and his philan

thropic doctrines, 'which the Bramins 

strove to stifle in their birth, obtained, at 

least in the peninsula on this side of the 

Ganges, but a small number of fol

lowers.

Be this as it may, they boil, we are told 

on one fire, seven large vessels, or earth

en pots full of rice,placed one upon ano

ther. When the rice in the uppermost 

vessel is done, they are all removed 

from the fire and broken• and every 

Hindoo, of whatever caste, takes his 

portion of the rice. The pilgrims carry



it away with them, as something sacred, 

and sell or give it to the devout in all 

parts of India.

Others, without mentioning the cere

mony just described, merely assert, 

that on a certain day in the year, all 

the castes indiscriminately are permit

ted to enter the town of .Jaggernaut, 

to walk about wherever they please, 

and to buy such things as they want 

in the public markets, which are abun

dantly supplied for the occasion. They 

deny, however, that persons of different 

castes eat together and treat one ano

ther like brothers.
This solemn festival which collects 

every year several hundred thousand



pilgrims, seems, in short, to have been 

instituted by the Bramins, merely to 

fleece even the very poorest of the 
Hindoos, who throng thither with the 

little money they possess: each presents 

his offering to the deity; and it is a 

glorious harvest for the Bramins.

These tricks are also played at other 

places by the Bramins, and even by 

Rajahs. At Cranganore, on the Mala

bar coast, for example, on the last day 

of a festival, which is held annually, 

the Rajah stands near the entrance of 

the pagoda, and persons of every caste, 

passing before him, are allowed, as a 

special favour, to touch with their hands 

the threshold of the temple, where they



leave their offering and retire. The 

Rajah then performs his ablutions, and 

secures the spoil.

At Palani, there is on a high moun

tain a pagoda or temple dedicated to 

Supramanya, with a numerous convent 

of Bramins. The devout flock thither 

with presents; the herdsman carrying 
milk, the husbandman the produce of 
his fields, and persons of all trades and 

professions making appropriate offer

ings. The god accepts them all, and 

as it is said, with his own hands. Per

sons of the inferior castes, who are not 

allowed to enter the temple, lay down 

their presents at a certain distance; but 

the arms of the god are long enough to 

reach them. As, however, among the



presents carried to the temple, there 

must be some that are of no use to the 

Bramins, there is no donbt that they 

send them secretly to be sold in the 

markets.
Supramanya is renowned for working 

miracles. There the trees never lose 

their leaves; the milk presented to the 

god never turns sour ; and disgusting, 

troublesome and venomous insects dare 

not enter the sacred inclosure. It is 

no effort at all, say his devout worship

pers, for a man to rip up his body or 

to cut his throat in honour of the 

deity; because the corpse instantane

ously comes to life again, without re

taining the slightest scar or mark of 

the wound.
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Tlie Bramins do not fail to publish, 

from time to time, various prophecies, 

miracles wrought by their god, and 

threatening denunciations of their ora

cles, in order to induce the people to 

appease the divine wrath by sacrifices 

and offerings. It would be impossible 

to relate, within the compass to which 

we are confined, all the insipid fables 

which they promulgate, not only to the 

common people, but to the great and 

to the rajahs themselves, and almost 

always with success.
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OF THE BRAMINS.

The Bramins are tlie priests, the 

teachers of religion, the depositories 

of the sacred books. This caste is 

divided like the others, into several 

sects and classes, which must neither 

eat together, nor intermarry; and there 

is as little communication between the 
Bramins of different provinces, perhaps 

because those of each province consider 

themselves as superior to all the others.

They wear a scarf called, in Sanscrit, 

Jagnia pavitra, composed of twenty- 

seven cotton laces: it descends from 

the left shoulder over the breast and



back, and ties above the right hip; a 

small silver capsule hangs to the end 
of it. This scarf they never put off; 

even when they are at the point of 

death. If they lose it, or it happens 

to break, they must not eat or drink 

till they are in possession of another 

exactly like the former, which must 

be made with their own hands, and 

not by their wives or daughters, who 

have no right to this distinction.

This mark alone, however, is not 

sufficient to distinguish a Bramin at 

first sight, because persons of certain 

castes, such as smiths, goldsmiths and 

others, assume when they marry ex

actly the same kind of scarf, and wear 

it ever afterwards.
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Though the principal duty of the 

Bramins is to instruct the people in 

all that relates to religion and morals, 
they are not excluded from the govern

ment of the sta te ; they may become 

ministers, counsellors, chancellors, and 

ambassadors, and indeed it is generally 

from among them that persons are se

lected to fill those high offices : nay, 

even some of them, like certain bi

shops, cardinals and popes of old, fol
low the military profession, in despite 

of the precepts of their religion, which 

forbids them to bear arms. Others 

again, when obliged by necessity, en

gage in commercial and agricultural 

pursuits; but they must observe cer

tain precautions to avoid polluting



themselves by the association with 

persons of inferior castes. Some learn 

the English language, and enter into 

the service of wealthy Europeans, as 

dobashis or house-stewards.

The Bramins and persons of the 

higher castes accompany their ablu

tions with numberless ceremonies. 

They must first take up water in the 

hand, in a certain manner, make it 

run between the thumb and fore-finger, 

or in some other way, according to 

the divinity in whose honour this liba

tion is performed, throw it at three 

times with the fingers towards the 

East, then turn to another quarter of 

the heavens, washing the mouth be

fore the body, by throwing water,
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without raising the hand to it, and 

observe a thousand such rules to which 

they attach great importance. At the 

same time, they repeat the different 

names of Vishnu and Sheeva, and as 

they pronounce one or other of these 

names, they clap their fingers to their 

cheeks, behind their ears, on their 

shoulders, on the breast, or some 

other part of the body.

Nothing can be so tedious and tire
some as the adorations and prayers 
addressed by the Bramins to their 

numerous idols. The rajahs themselves, 

though they have to attend to many 

other important affairs, cannot spend 

less than seven or eight hours a day in 

these religious ceremonies, which are



attended with so many reverences, pros

trations, and other fatiguing practices, 
that they are quite sufficient of them

selves to tire the strongest man.

A religion which obliges its followers 

to spend the greatest part of their time 
in such frivolous ceremonies, must, of 

necessity, be most harassing and incon

venient. Nothing but pride can impart 

the perseverance requisite to go through 
them, by persuading those who submit 

to them that they are superior to the 

rest of mankind.

When a Bramin has received any 

thing directly from the hand of an 

European, or of a person belonging to 

a caste regarded as impure ; if he has 

inadvertently touched such a person, or



if he lias approached too near the habi

tation of a Paria, he is obliged to wash 

himself before he eats or drinks. A 

Bramin must wash at least thrice a day.

The Bramins of the south of Hin- 

doostan are muck more infatuated with 

their importance and dignity than those 
of the north : they start back at the 

sight of a Sooder or a European, with 

as much horror as they would from 
the approach or touch of a person in

fected with the plague. Those of the 

north do not manifest near so strong 

an aversion for the inferior castes ; per

haps this may be owing to a relaxation 

in the religious principles and in the 

national manners in the northern parts 

of Hindoostan, which were earlier and



more frequently conquered; or, per

haps also, hypocrisy, pride, ignorance, 

and fanaticism, are more deeply rooted 

in the Bramins of the south than in 

those of the north.
The dress of the Bramins is a mere 

cloth, which they wash every day: they 

ought always to go with the head and 
bosom bare, yet some of them wear a 

long red cap. They shave the chin and 

head, merely leaving on the top of 

the latter a small tuft which they twist 

into the form of a knot.

Those Bramins who follow any other 

than the sacerdotal profession wear a 

turban and a long dress; but they may 

always be known by the marks which 

they retain on the forehead: and such of



them as are in the service of Europeans 

must, before they return to their own 

homes, strip off their garments, bathe 

and resume the dress of the Bramins.

The women have the same distinctive 

marks as their husbands. Their dress 

consists in a piece of cloth which wraps 

them up completely, and in a kind of 

close jacket: they are usually covered 

with jewels from head to foot 5 and 

they are very fond of small silver bells 

which make a strange tinkling when 

they walk.

The wives of the Bramins must say 

their prayers and bathe every morning. 

It is their duty to attend to the children; 

to cook the victuals, but they are never 

allowed to eat in the presence of their



husbands, or till they have finished; 
and to fetch water, which must not be 

touched excepting- by them. If  a per

son of any other caste touches the vessel, 

the water must be thrown away and the 

vessel broken, if of earthenware, or puri
fied by fire if of metal.

The Bramins have reserved the ex
clusive right of reading- the vedas and 

other sacred poems. The Khattries 

may hear them read, but even this pri

vilege is denied to the other castes, for 

whom particular books have been com
posed.

In the code of Menu it is directed, 

that if one of the Sooder caste reads 

the vedas to either of the other three 

tribes, or listens to them, heated oil,



wax, and melted tin, shall be poured 

into his ears and the orifice stopped u p ; 

and that if a Sooder gets by heart the 

vedas he shall be put to death.

In the morning, the Bramin reads 

aloud in public the sacred text in 

the Sanscrit language; but as there 

are very few who understand it, his 

auditory is very small. In the after

noon or evening, when he again reads 

in the customary language of the coun

try, he has in general a numerous con

gregation. These meetings are held 

before houses, or in their fore-courts : 

the rich have distinct places, and the 

women of the house can neither see 

nor be seen but through a lattice-work 

of bamboo.



That the Bramins with all their pro

fessions of mildness, benevolence, and 

sanctity, can deliberately perpetrate 

the most sanguinary atrocities, there 
is abundant evidence. The following- 

circumstance, related on the authority 

of the late Sir Charles Malet, happen

ed during his embassy to the Mahratta 

court in 1791.
Thirty-four men, of the caste of 

Telinga Bramins, having been confined 

in a chokey or close room, by the offi

cers of the cutwall, the head magis

trate of the police at Poonah, twenty- 

one were taken out dead the next 

morning, and the remaining thirteen 
were with difficulty restored to life. 

The popular clamour became violent
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against the cutwall, who was a Gour 

Bramin, a native of Aurangabad, and 

whose office, in a city where the most 
rigorous police is established, neces

sarily rendered him an obnoxious 
character. The Peishwa, improperly 

yielding to the furious mob, delivered 

up the cutwall, who was tied backward 

on an elephant, and in that manner 

conveyed to a prison without the town, 

amid the scoffs and insults of the po

pulace, while guards were sent to seize 
his family, dependents and property. 

The day following, the unhappy man 

was tied backward on a camel, and in 

that disgraceful manner re-conducted 

into the city, where he was made to 

alight, and his head having been pub-



licly shaved, he was again paraded as 

before, through the principal streets 

of Poonah5 escorted by a strong guard, 

he was led to a spot about a mile from 

the city, and then ordered to dismount. 

One of his hands was then strongly 

fastened to a turban between twenty 

and thirty feet long, and the other 

end committed to some Hallalcores,the 

lowest outcasts of the Hindoo tribes, 

who contaminate all other castes by 

their touch. It was then made known 

to the Telinga Bramins, that the cut- 

wall was delivered up entirely to their 

disposal, either as a sacrifice to their 

vengeance, or air object for their mercy. 

Twelve Bramins of that tribe imme

diately attacked the fallen magistrate
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with large stones. The Hallalcores, by 

straitening the turban, kept him Tun

ing in a circle, pursued by his relent

less murderers, who, by repeated blows, 

brought him to the ground, and finally 

dispatched him by a succession of large 

stones, thrown violently on his head 

and breast. Thus fell a Bramin, a 

foreigner, who for many years had 

been invested with the whole jurispru

dence of the capital of the Mahratta 

empire; who had spent the emoluments 

of his office in building an elegant tank, 

or reservoir, for the ornament and con

venience of the city, and for supplying 

it with water from a great distance, 

with a spirit of generosity and expense 

so far above the ability of the rich na-



tive Bramins, as to subject him to their 

envy and an ignominious death.
The following facts were communica

ted by Lord Teignmouth to the Asiatic 

Society of Calcutta.

In 1791 Soodishter Mier, a Bramin, 

the farmer of land paying revenue, was 

summoned to appear before a native 

officer, the deputy-collector of the dis

trict in which he resided. He positive

ly refused to obey the summons, which 

was repeated without effect; and after 

some time several people were deputed 

to enforce the process, by compelling 

his attendance. On their approaching 

the house, he cut off the head of his 

deceased son’s widow and threw it out.
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His first intention was to destroy his 
own wife; but it was proved in evi

dence, that, upon his indication of it, 

his son’s widow requested him to de

capitate her, which he instantly did.

Another Bramin, Baloo Paundeli, was 

convicted in 1793, of the murder of his 

infant daughter. It appeared, from his 

own confession, that he had quarrelled 

with a man respecting a joint claim to 

a piece of ground, which was referred 

to arbitration and decided in Baloo’s 
favour. He consequently repaired to 

the land and began to plough it, when 

he was interrupted by his opponent. 

“  I became angry and enraged,”  said 

he at his forbidding me ; and bringing



my own little daughter, Ampunya, who 

was only a year and a half old, to the 

said field, I killed her with my sword.”  
A third instance is an act of matricide, 

perpetrated by Beechuk and Adher, 

two brothers, also Bramins, and zemin
dars, or proprietors of landed estates, 

the extent of which did not exceed 
eight acres. There had been a dispute 

among the zemindars respecting the 

revenues of the village, particularly 

with a person named Gowry; and the 

immediate cause which instigated the 
Bramins to murder their mother, was an 

act of violence, said to have been com

mitted by the emissaries of Gowry, in 

entering their house during their absence 

at night, and carrying off forty rupees*



the property of the two brothers, from 

the apartments of their women. Beechuk 

first returned to his house, where his 
mother, his wife, and his sister-in-law 

related what had happened. He im

mediately conducted his mother to a 

neighbouring rivulet, where, being joined 

in the grey of the morning, by his bro

ther, Adher, they called out aloud to 

the people of the village, that, although 

they would overlook the assault as an act 

which could not be remedied, the forty 
rupees must be returned. To this ex

clamation no answer was received, nor 

is it even certain that it was heard by 

any person. Beechuk, without further 

hesitation, drew his scimitar, and at 

one stroke severed his mother’s head



from her body; with the professed view, 
as entertained and avowed, both by pa

rent and son, that the mother’s spirit, 

excited by the beating of a large drum 

during forty days, might for ever haunt, 

torment, and pursue to death Gowry 

and the others concerned with him. 

The last words which she pronounced 

were, that “  she would blast Gowry and 

those connected with him.”
It must not be imagined, that because 

the Hindoos do not admit of converts 

from other religions, they have no 

schisms and dissensions among them

selves ; or that the Bramins are so mild 

with those who differ from them in 

religious sentiment, as they have been 

represented. Dr. Buchanan, when speak*



ing of the sect called Jaina, in Mysore, 

says, that in a quarrel among the Bra- 

mins, the party which obtained the 

victory, caused the priests of the Jaina, 

with as many of their followers as were 

obstinate, to be ground to death in oil- 

mills ; while the remainder, who were 

converted by this powerful mode of 

argument, received pardon from the 

offended Bramins. The same traveller 

farther observes, that the houses at 

Tonoru, where this cruelty took place, 
are roofed with tiles and covered with 

thorns, to prevent the monkeys from 

unroofing them ; because those mis

chievous animals are very numerous, 

and to destroy them is reckoned a 

grievous sin. Those very persons who



applauded the Bramins for having 

ground the Jainas in an oil-mill, shud

der with horror at the thought of killing 
a monkey 1



OF VARIOUS CLASSES OF B R A M IN S; 

viz.
BRA M INS WHO TEA C H  T H E  D A Y S, 

PA ND IDA PA PAN  BRA M IN S, 

TATOID1PAPAN BRAM IN8,

AND

PAPANVA1CHENAVEN BRAM INS.

The most learned of the Bramins 

annually compose calendars or alma

nacs, and send them to the principal 

provinces to such of their caste as are 

unable to compose them for themselves, 

who copy them for their use. In these 

almanacs are specified the eclipses, 

the phases of the moon, the festivals, 

the most important events that are to
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happen in the course of the year, the 

lucky and unlucky days, and all the 

other absurdities ever invented for 

working- upon the hopes and fears of 

credulous devotees. A great number of 

Bramins subsist on the produce of 

these almanacs, which they daily go 

and read to the opulent for money. 

The frontispiece to this volume repre

sents one of these men, known by the 

appellation of Bramins who teach the 

days, or astronomers.

The Hindoos have cultivated astro

nomy from time immemorial, and had 

made, at a remote period, great pro
gress in that science. At present, those 

who follow the profession of astrono

mers are in general extremely igno-
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rant. They employ the ancient tables 

for their astronomical calculations and 

predictions 3 but they know nothing of 

the principles upon which they are con

structed. They seem, according to the 

expression of a celebrated French as

tronomer, to be mere machines made 

to calculate eclipses, which it is true, 

they foretel with tolerable accuracy, 

by means of methods which are per

haps fire or six thousand years old, 

but of the rationale of which they are 

utterly ignorant. Their rules are in 

verse, and they recite them during their 

operations, calculating with cowries or 

blackmoors’ teeth, a kind of shell which 

passes for money in India. This mode 

is prompt and expeditious but in case



of mistake they are obliged to begin 

afresh, because they cannot revise what 
they have worked.

The year of the Hindoos consists of 

three hundred and sixty-five days, fif

teen of their hours, thirty-one minutes 

and fifteen seconds. The day, which 

is reckoned from sun-rise to sun-rise, 

contains sixty hours, each hour sixty 

minutes, and each minute sixty seconds: 

it is divided into eight parts of seven 

hours and a half each.

The Bramins are acquainted with the 

sun-dial: they make use of it for draw

ing meridians, for fixing the site of their 

pagodas, and for ascertaining the lati

tudes of different towns, by a compa

rison of the length of the shadow with
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the height of the instrument on the day

of the equinox.
They place the earth in the centre of 

the universe, and reckon nine planets 

namely, the seven known from the re

motest antiquity, and two invisible, dra

gons which are the cause of eclipses. 

They believe also that the moon is 

farther distant from us than the su n ; 

probably because her light is feebler 

and because she gives out no heat 

while that of the sun is so intense. 

The Bramins certainly have accurate 

notions respecting the phases of the 

moon: but the vulgar, who are im

mersed in the profoundest ignorance, 

imagine that the moon is filled with 

ambrosia, that the gods repair thither
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to regale themselves with it, and that 

this is the cause of the diminution of 

her light. M. Bailly is of opinion, that 

a nation possessing such accurate me

thods for calculation, and ascribing 

phenomena to such absurd causes, 

must have received those methods from 

some other quarter, and has no claim 

to the invention of any thing but the 

absurdities. He therefore looks upon 

what is left to the Bramins of the an

cient astronomy, rather as the wrecks 

than as the elements of a science.

The Pandidapapan is a Bramin in the 

service of a native prince, and who is 

usually sent by the latter in the quality 

of ambassador, to negotiate any im

portant business. Several of them are
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likewise employed by the English as 

interpreters, and some have no scruple 

to undertake a less honourable voca

tion, that of spies. One of these 

Bramins is represented in the annexed 
engraving.

By the profession which they follow, 

they are released from the functions of 

the priesthood 5 but their way of life is 

like that of the Bramin astronomers. 

At Madras, Bramins are employed by 

almost all the merchants as cashiers, 

and there is no instance of any of them 

having ever made free with the money 

entrusted to his care. A Pandidapapan, 

guilty of such a misdemeanor, would 

lose his caste ; while, on the other 

hand, all the persons belonging to that
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caste would contribute to make good 

any deficiency in the funds committed 

to him by his employer. On this 

account they are preferred to all the 
other Hindoos for the situation of trea- 

suiers. They also keep the accounts 

of the higher castes of Malabars, who 

employ them as their men of business.

The Tatoidipapan Bramin is a fol

lower of Sheeva. He performs all the 

religious services in the pagodas of 

that deity: he is obliged to subsist 

upon alms, to keep continually recit

ing some passage of the vedas, and to 

bathe at stated times. The Bramins 

who. devote themselves to the service 

of Sheeva, are marked on the forehead 

with a patch made of cow-dung, burnt



at the pagoda, and having a kind of 

red seal in the middle. They likewise 

make several stripes with ashes on the 

arms, breast, and loins. Many of them 

offer sacrifices in their own houses; 

some tell fortunes; others live like 

monks in monasteries, built by princes 

and richly endowed. The wealthy are 

expected to support a certain number 

of other Bramins, according to their 

fortune.

The Papanvaiclienaven is a Bramin 

of the sect of Vishnu, who performs 

the service in the temples of that god. 

The Bramins belonging to this sect 

make on the forehead two white stripes, 

which unite at the top of the nose, and 

a yellow one in the middle: they have
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the same marks on the breast and loins. 

The white stripes are consecrated to 
Vishnu, and the yellow one to his wife 

Lacshmi. These marks must be made 

immediately on rising, before they have 

broken their fast. See the engraving.

Some of the Bramins imprint upon 

their skin either the names of their 

gods, passages from the sacred books, 

or hieroglyphic emblems of their re

ligion. Others put grains of rice on 

the middle of the forehead; and others 

again, wear a string of white shells 

round the neck.
At the decease of opulent persons, 

presents of ten kinds of things are made 
to the Bramins. This donation, called 

the ten g ifts , consists of one or more



cows, some pieces of land, butter, 

cloth, sugar, salt, metal vessels, some 

pieces of gold, and necessaries for their 

subsistence.

The person of a Bramin is so sacred 

that none of them is liable to capital 

punishment, for any crime whatever. 

If  one of them has deserved death, his 

eyes are put out, but his life is not 

taken away. To kill a Bramin is one 

of the live heinous sins for which there 

is scarcely any forgiveness; and the 

vedas enjoin any person by whom this 

crime has been committed, to go on 

pilgrimage for twelve years, soliciting 

alms, and carrying in his hand the skull 

of the Bramin, out of which he is 

obliged to eat and drink whatever is



given to him. At the expiration of 

that time, he must distribute a certain 

sum in alms, and build a temple to 

the god of the sect to which the Bra- 
min belonged.

The Bramins have a right to kill 

their wives if they surprize them in 

the act of adultery; but the punish

ment which they commonly inflict for 

this offence is close confinement; and 

if they have an affection for them, 

they forgive them, and forget their 

fault. On occasion of this reconcilia

tion, they give a grand entertainment, 

to which a large company of Bramins 

and their wives are invited, and the 

adultress waits upon them at table.



Besides the various sects into which 

the Bramins are divided, there are four 

principal orders common to the whole 

caste. These are :—1. The order of 

the Bramachari, into which they are 

initiated at about the age of seven 

years, when £hey begin to study the 

elements of religion and the Vedas: 

2. That of Grahasta, into which they 

pass at the age of twelve years, when 

they are permitted to m arry: it is then 

also that the guru, or their spiritual 

director, invests them with great cere

mony with the scarf, which has been 

already described, and which they must 

never afterwards lay aside; 3. The 

Vamprasta; 4. The Saniassees. The



two latter are orders of hermits, peni

tents and mendicants, who have en
tirely renounced the world.

All the Bramins are Bramacharis or 

Grahastas; but to rise to the degree of 

Vanaprastas and Saniassees; to be

come Somadrees, or sacrifices, and 

Gurus, or teachers of religion, it is 

necessary to be descended from a dis

tinguished family among the Bramins, 

to have led an irreproachable life, de

voted many years to study, and gone 

through a rigid noviciate.

The Bramins must be forty years old 

before they can be Vanaprastas; they 

are afterwards obliged to live in solitude 

twenty-two years before they can be 
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admitted into the more perfect order 

of Saniassees. The Vanaprastas, if 

they are married, are at liberty to take 

their wives with them in their retire

ment, but they must abstain from all 

intercourse with them and observe the 

strictest, continence. They live in forests, 

subsisting entirely on herbs and fruit, 

sleeping on the bare ground, and having 

no other shelter, even in the rainy sea

son, than an open shed.

The Saniassees carry perfection, or 

rather fanaticism, to a still greater 

length. Among other extravagances 

they never cut their nails, which con

sequently are sometimes of prodigious 

length. They must never suffer their



thoughts to wander to worldly objects, 

but they must be continually absorbed 

in the contemplation of the divinity.

Every morning the Saniassee must 

carefully wash a stick called in Sanscrit 
danda. This stick has seven knots, 

representing the seven great riclieys; 

it is given to him by his Guru, with 

great solemnity on the day of his initia

tion, together with a piece of sacred 

cloth, and a copper vessel, termed in 

Sanscrit caramandala.

When the Saniassees have wholly 

disengaged themselves from the things 
of this world, they are called Brama- 

hansas. They thenceforth remain mo

tionless as a log of wood or a stone;
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never eat unless food is put into their 

mouths by others; neither do they 

wash any part of their bodies : and 

when they die, they are conveyed 

straightway to heaven without under

going any farther transmigration. If, 

however, at this last moment, they 

still feel the least hankering after the 

things of this world, they will be born 
again, but not to hold a lower rank 

than that of kings or emperors. In the 

other case, after they have long enjoyed, 

in Jndra’s heaven, the reward of their 

holy life, they become liable to be born 

again upon earth. It is not till they 

have deserved to be identified with the 

Supreme Being that they are relieved



from the necessity of returning any 

more to the world, and put in posses

sion of immutable and eternal felicity.

Persons belonging to other castes, 

such as the Vaisyas and Sooders may 

be Vanaprastas and Saniassees. Though 

subject to the same rules and laws as 

the Bramins initiated into those orders, 

they do not live with them, but form 

a kind of separate sect, having a superior 

of their own caste.

The institution of the orders of the 

Vanaprastas and Saniassees is of the 

highest antiquity; all that relates to 

their discipline being fixed by the laws 

of Menu. These laws specify the herbs, 

roots, and fruit, on which they are 

allowed to subsist and those which
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they must not e a t; the offerings and 

sacrifices which they ought to make to 

fire, to the constellations, and to the 

gods • the garments they should wear, 

which should be made of the skin of 

the black antelope, or the bark of a 

tree, &c. Among numberless trivial 

injunctions we meet with passages of 

truly stoic sublimity. “  In order to 

be happy,”  says Menu to the Sanias- 

see, “ live continually alone; thus 

thou wilt not abandon any one and none 
will abandon thee. Wish not either to 

live or to die; but calmly await the 

destiny decreed thee, as a slave waits 

for his wages. Never accept alms after 

having made a humble obeisance, for 

the Saniassee who receives it as the



price of an obeisance, though free be

fore, becomes a slave.”

In the Sanscrit writings, it is said, 

that a Saniassee or Yogee, who shall 

devote himself to a solitary religious 

life, shall wear no other clothing but 

what may be necessary to cover his 

nakedness, nor have any other worldly 

goods but a pitcher to drink out o f ; 

that he shall always meditate on the 

truths contained in the sacred writings, 

but never argue upon them ; that his 

food shall be confined to rice and vege

tables ; that he shall eat but once a 
day, and then sparingly ; that he shall 

look forward with desire to the separa

tion of the soul from the body, be 

indifferent about heat or cold, or bun-



ger, or praise, or reproach, or any 

thing concerning this life 5 and that, 

unless he strictly follow these rules 

and subdue his passions, he will only 

be more criminal by embracing a state 

the duties of which he could not per

form, and neglecting those he was born 
to observe.



OF THE YOGEES AND FAKEERS.

There are in Hindoostan a great 

number of other penitents of different 

sects, called Faheers, Yogees, Tadins, 

Pandarons, &c. who make a vow to live 

at the expense of the public, and travel 

about begging. The yogees and fakeers, 

who are often mistaken the one for the 

other, are both penitents and mendi

cants • but the former are Hindoos and 

the latter Musulmans: in other re

spects they resemble one another in 

cunning, hypocrisy, and impudence. 

They are often to be seen in the bazars, 

in the markets, and in all other public



places. Figure to yourself a fanatic 

stark naked, with the exception of a 

small piece of stuff, which is fastened 

round his middle, bedaubed all over 

with a whitish powder, his hair so 

twisted that it might he taken for Me

dusa’s serpents, setting up from time 

to time the strangest howls, running 

like a madman, with a face proof 

against shame, red and wild-looking 

eyes, and you will have some idea of 

a fakeer. The wretches strive to sur

pass one another in extravagance j they 

try by all possible means to attract the 

notice of the multitude, some wounding 

themselves on the forehead, arms, or 

thighs, to excite the compassion of the 

charitable, of the other sex in particu-



lar, and to obtain alms from them. 

Others will lie on their backs, motion

less in the streets, and there exposed on 

the scorching sand to the intense heat 

of the sun, sing hymns and affect to be 

totally indifferent to all that is passing 

about them, as if they were absorbed 

in profound meditation; but at the same 

time leering, to observe if any thing is 

thrown to them.

These filthy and lazy vagabonds some

times assemble, according to Dow, in 

troops of eight or ten thousand, levying 

contributions wherever they go. The 

women have a particular veneration for 

them, and when they enter a house, the 

husband, from a religious motive or out 

of fear, respectfully withdraws, as cer-



tain husbands in Spain are said to do, 

on the arrival of the spiritual directors 

of their wives. The native governments, 

instead of punishing these scoundrels, 

who venture to pronounce threats in the 

name of heaven, tolerate and encourage 

their hypocrisy; and stupid devotees 

famish themselves to feed them. Who

ever embraces this lazy life is sure, if 

not to amass wealth, at least to be ex

empt from want.

It is related that Aurengzeb, who was 

viceroy of Decan before he ascend

ed the imperial throne, being informed 

that the fakeers were accustomed to 

conceal in the folds and seams of their 

rags a great quantity of gold and pre

cious stones, invited them all to a grand



entertainment. After dinner he order

ed as many new dresses as there were 

guests to be brought, observing, it 

was but right that such men as they, 

who devoted themselves to the service 

of the deity, should be decently at

tired: he therefore requested them to 

strip off their old garments, and put on 

those which he had provided for them. 

The fakeers, in some embarrassment, 

alleged religious motives and number

less other pretexts for retaining their 

holy rags; but the prince was inflexible} 

they were obliged to obey, and their hy

pocrisy was fully exposed.

The yogees and fakeers, as well as 

all the other penitents, boast of pos

sessing supernatural powers. some as-
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sert tliat tliey have come down from 

heaven; that they live thousands of 

years without taking any sustenance, 

&c. So much is true, that cexi:ain fa- 

keers neither eat nor drink in the pre

sence of any person. Some assert that 

they can foretel future events; others 

pretend to be able to discover hidden 

treasures; and others again, that they 

can turn whatever they please into gold: 

and if you ask them how it happens, 

that, possessing such an extraordinary 

faculty, they still lead so miserable a 

life, they reply, that they have not been 

endowed with it for their own benefit, 

hut to be serviceable to others ; and that 

it would instantly cease, if they were 

to attempt to employ it for their per-



sonal advantage. They and their silly 

dupes are incessantly talking of their 

conversations with the deity, of appa

ritions, visions, and in short of every 

thing that the most barefaced impos

ture is capable of imagining, for the 

purpose of imposing on mankind.

The number of these fakeers is esti

mated at eight hundred thousand.

There is a class of these penitents, 

called nanek-pounthis, who wear but one 

mustachio and one shoe; they hold in 

their hands two sticks, which they strike 

one against another, repeating prayers, 

or abusing those who pass by.

The two fakeers whose portraits we 

give after drawings from life, were 

living at Benares in 1792. One of them
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named Praoun Poury, was born at Ca- 

nouge, and belonged to the caste of 

the Khattries or Rajpoots. At the age 

of nine years, he ran away from his 

father’s house, and repaired to the town 

of Bedpoor, where he turned fakeer. 

Soon afterwards, he went to Allahabad, 

where a festival, which attracts a great 

concourse of pilgrims is annually held ; 

and there, having heard the merit attach

ed to the eighteen penances held forth 

in the Sbasters to Hindoo devotees for 

the expiation of their sins highly ex

tolled, he chose that which is termed 

ordhbahu, and which consists in hold

ing the hands and arms continually 

crossed over the head. He himself ad

mitted that this penance was at first



extremely painful, and declared that it 

is necessary for a person to prepare 

lnmself for it by long abstinence.

Praoun Poury afterwards travelled 

all over India, visiting all the celebrated 

pagodas, and attending all the religious 

ceremonies, without ever intermitting 

his voluntary penance. He traversed 

Persia and part of Russia, and even went 

to Moscow; but as the account of his 

peregrinations, inserted in the fifth vo
lume of the Asiatic Researches, con

tains nothing very curious, we shall 

merely observe that, after pursuing this 

strolling life nearly forty years, he set

tled in a small village in the Carnatic. 

He retained, however, such a fondness 

for travelling, that he annually made
t  3



excursions into the neighbouring coun

tries and sometimes extended them to 

Nepaul.
In the annexed plate Praoun Poury 

is represented in his usual posture, 

squatting cross-legged on a tiger’s skin, 

with his arms crossed over his head.
The other fakeer was named Perk- 

hasanund. He was a Bramachari Bra- 

min, and styled himself Purrurn Soatun- 

tre, which signifies enjoyment o f one’s 

self, independence. At the age of ten 

years he embraced the contemplative 

life, and accustomed himself to lie upon 

thorns and flints. At twenty he left 

his father’s house, to avoid the impor

tunities of his parents, who wished him 

to marry, and devoted himself to a
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wandering life. Like Praonn Poury, 

lie wandered from place to place ; and 

at a village in Thibet, lie determined 

to shut himself up in a guupha, or 

cell, and there do penance for twelve 
years. During this incarceration, he 

was almost devoured by vermin ; and 

forty years afterwards declared that his 

skin still bore the marks of their ravages. 

At the end of a year his penance was 

interrupted by the rajah, who ordered 

the door of his cell to be broken open, 

and who, at his solicitation, allowed 
him to undergo the ser-seja, that is, 

to lie on a bedstead, the bottom of 

which is stuck full of iron spikes, in 

the manner represented in the opposite 

engraving* He never lay afterwards



on any other bed. To render his pe

nance the more meritorious, he had 

logs of wood burned round his bed 

during the intense heat of sum m er: 

and in winter he had a pot perforated 

with small holes hung up over him, 

from which water kept continually 

dropping on his head. The late Mr. 

Duncan, who was governor of Bombay, 

and has given the history of this fakeer 

in the fifth volume of the Asiatic R e
searches, saw him at Benares after he 

had led this kind of life thirty-five 

years: and he was then in good health 

and spirits.
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TADINS.

Persons of tlie inferior castes are 

allowed, to enter into the orders of 

penitents, of whom we have yet to 

treat. They doubtless owe their origin 

to the pride of fanatics, ambitious to 

share the honour and veneration paid to 

the Bramins, and to which their birth 

prevented their aspiring.

The Tadins, who are devotees of the 

sect of Vishnu, belong to the caste of 

the Sooders. After spending part of 

their lives in penances from which the 

imagination recoils, and differing in no 

respect from those which the Vmapras-



tas impose oil themselves; they at 

length acquire the glorious title of 

richeys. A circumstantial account of 

all these penances would be much too 

long for insertion here : we shall there

fore notice only the most remarkable.

Some Tadins live enclosed in an iron 

cage; others load themselves with pon

derous chains. These keep their fists 

clenched till their nails run through the 

palms of their hands and come out at 

the other side; those lay hold of branches 

of trees that are just within their reach 

and never loose them more ; their arms 

continually stretched waste away, lose 

all traces of joints and become rigid, 

like a piece of dry wood. Some remain 

continually standing, merely leaning for



a few hours at night against an ex

tended cord, till their legs swell in an 

extraordinary manner. Some stand on 

one leg only, with their eyes fixed on 

the sun, and become quite blind. Many 

of these wretches cause themselves to 

be put into a hole in the ground with 

the head downward, so that nothing 

can be seen but their feet, on which the 

pious lay their alms. Seme voluntarily 

deprive themselves of a hand or an arm ; 

and others carry their insanity to such a 

pitch as to cut out their tongues. One 

turns his head so as to look over one 

shoulder, and holds it in that position 

till it becomes immoveably fixed ; ano

ther will keep his eyes directed to the



end of his nose, till he sees what he 

calls a sacred fire, which is undoubtedly 

a mere illusion produced by the con

tinual tension of that organ. One of 

them measured the distance from Be

nares to Juggernaut by his own length on 

the ground, lying down and getting up 

by turns all the way between those two 

towns. Another at Trichinopoli, by 

rolling over and over, daily made the 

circuit of the rock on which that fortress 

is seated, and which is nearly a mile in 

circumference.

Tiefentlialer relates, that at Cashipore, 

a village near Benares, there was a very 

heavy hatchet suspended from a rope, 

and that the Hindoos thronged thither
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to have their heads chopped off by it, 

under the idea that this kind of death 

is most agreeable to the deity.

These fanatics, whose gloomy ima

gination has disordered their brain, as

pire by all these penances to an imagi

nary perfection. Some of them, really 

despising the wealth, honours and plea

sures of this world, have in view only 

the glory and happiness which they 

promise themselves in a future life : 

but the greater number have no other 

object than to gratify their ardent thirst 

of riches and distinction. Under the 

appearance of humility they cloak the 

highest degree of arrogance and pride. 

When a superstitious rajah has occa

sion to consult them, he must repair
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to tlieir hut, because they would never 

condescend to wait upon h im ; well 

aware that this is the way to obtain 

respect and veneration and to overawe 

weak minds.

It must not be imagined, however, 

that the number of these fanatics is 

considerable: they are only met with 

occasionally. Some indeed, weary of 

solitude and cured for ever of their 

folly, quit their retirement and return 

to human society.

The opposite plate represents two 

Tadins and a Pandaron. One of the 

former has put into his mouth a padlock 

which passes through his tongue and 

prevents him from moving his teeth, 

so that he cannot eat without extreme
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difficulty; the Pandaron has confined 

his neck in an iron grating; and the 

other Tadin is playing with fire.

The Tadins, having adopted for their 

peculiar festival that of fire, endeavour 
to persuade the people that that ele

ment can do them no injury : by way 

of proof they put a lighted lamp into 

their mouths, but quickly take it out 

again. It would be superfluous to 

enter into any explanation of this trick, 

which is not less cleverly performed by 

the fire-eaters of Europe.

The festival of fire lasts eighteen 

days, and is celebrated in the follow
ing manner. On the eighteenth day, 

hot ashes and burning charcoal are 

spread over the ground for the space
u 2



of forty feet. The penitents, who for 

the seventeen preceding days must lie 

upon the bare ground and submit to 

other abstinences, repair to the place, 

with their heads crowned with flowers, 

and their bodies daubed with cow-dung 

and marked with yellow stripes. M. 

Renouard de Sainte-Croix, who w it

nessed the celebration of this festival 

near Pondicherry, asserts, that the de

votees, to the number of twenty or 

twenty-five, seemed impatient to rush 

upon the burning coals• nay, he adds, 

it was even necessary to repress their 

ardour in a rather uncivil manner, for 

it was with a rattan which was vigo

rously applied to their shoulders. The 

coals are stirred up from time to time,
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while the statues of Darmarajah and 

his wife Debrodai, are carried in pro

cession three times round the fire. The 

penitents then walk over the coals more 

or less rapidly according as they have 

more or less courage and devotion, 

some carrying their children, others hea

vy weapons, lances and glistening sabres.

When the ceremony is over, the 
people eagerly pick up some of the 

ashes for the purpose of daubing their 

foreheads with them, and scramble for 

the flowers which have crowned these 

voluntary martyrs. Those who are 

fortunate enough to obtain them, pre

serve them with the greatest care.

This ceremony is performed in ho

nour of Debrodai, who is related to

u 3



have married five brothers, and to have 

annually left one"and gone to another; 

but previously to this kind of divorce, 

she took great care to purify herself 

with fire. Such is the origin of this 

extraordinary festival, for which there 

is no fixed day: but it must not be 

held at any other time than in the first 

three months of the year.
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PA ND ARONS.

The Pandarons are penitents of the 

sect of Sheeva, who are highly vene

rated in different parts of Hindoostan 

for the sanctity of their lives: there 

are several classes of them according 

to the penances to which they devote 
themselves.

They daub their faces, breasts and 

arms with cow-dung, and run about 

the streets begging alms, singing the 

praises of Sheeva, and carrying bunches 

of peacocks’ feathers in their hands. 

They wear, in general, necklaces and 

bracelets of outrachon seeds, because



they believe that Sheeva delights to 

envelope himself in that fruit.

The Pandarons, who take vows of 

chastity, are called tabachi •• they dress 

in yellow cloth, with a cap of the same 

colour. Those whose dresses are not 

of this colour, marry and live with 

their families: all subsist upon alms. 

They testify their gratitude to those 

who bestow charity on them, by giving 

them ashes of cow-dung or sandal-wood, 

which they bring, as they assert, from 

sacred places.

The Carehpatre-Pandaron is a peni

tent of a class who doom themselves to 

perpetual silence. His manner of so

liciting alms, when he enters a house, 

is to strike his hands together without



uttering a word: he eats the boiled 

rice which is given him on the spot, 

without reserving any part of it. If 

he has not obtained enough, he repairs 

to another house and repeats the cere

mony. Careh signifies hand, and patre 
a plate.

The wives of the Pandarons solicit 

charity like their husbands. They also 

impose penances on themselves, bedaub 
themselves with cow-dung, and wear 

necklaces of outrachon seeds: a flame- 

coloured cloth is their ordinary dress.

The Cannarin Pandarons belong to 

the Mysore. They are distinguished 

by wearing a kind of veil, which is also 
of a flame colour, instead of cap, and 

a short shirt. In their hands they



carry a cane, at the top of which is 

a cow, which they adore as the goddess 

of virtue, by the name of Amarvadere.

The Ariganda Pandaron, like the 

other penitents of the same sect, is 

subject to all the duties imposed by 

the particular worship sf S'neeva. But 

it is not enough for him to sing the 

praises of that god, to solicit charity, 

and to wear a flame-coloured cloth; 

he inflicts on himself a more severe 

penance, confining his neck in an iron 

grating, a foot and a half square, 

which prevents him from sleeping. 

This heavy and unpleasant collar he is 

obliged to carry about with him as long 

as he lives. He, however, considers it 

as an ornament, and a title to the vene-



ration of the pious, and pride renders 

it light to him. On occasion of festi

vals, this Pandaron is sure to exhibit 

himself and to solicit alms at the doors 

of the pagodas ; and, to excite the pity 

or attract the notice of passengers, he 

lights up lamps at the four corners of 

the grate which he wears about his 

neck, as represented in the plate, at 
page 219-

The Paeni-caori Pandaron is the 

bearer of the offerings made by the 

Hindoos to the temple of Paeni, dedi

cated to Supramanya. These offer

ings consist of money, sugar, honey, 

camphor, milk, butter, cocoa-nuts, &c. 

This penitent is usually dressed in 

yellow, and he carries the presents
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suspended to a stick, to which he at

taches an awning, nearly resembling 

that of a palanquin, to screen himself 

from the sun.
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POOJAREES.

The Poojarees are a kind of priests, 

who devote themselves to the service 

of Manar Suami and Mariatta, goddess 

of the small-pox. The votaries of 

Mariatta are Parias : the others may 

be of all classes excepting Parias. 

The latter sing in the streets the praises 

of Sheeva and Supramanya, and the 

Poojarees of Mariatta celebrate that 

goddess.

The Poojarees of Manar Suami are 

attended by several disciples, some 

with small drums, called oudoukai, 
which they beat with their fingers;

V O L .  IX. X
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others with chelinbans, a sort of hollow 

rings of copper in which stones are 

inclosed. The Poojaree carries a box 

full of ashes of cow-dung, some of 

which he presents to those from whom 

he receives alms.
The Poojaree of Mariatta has no

thing but a small bell. His wife gene
rally accompanies him with castanets, 

and at the end of each verse that her 
husband sings she says Amma, or yes. 

Sometimes he carries with him pic

tures representing circumstances in the 

history of that goddess.
There is a very extraordinary mode 

of paying honour to Mariatta, called 

Mariatta codam, of which the annexed 

engraving will afford an idea. The vo-
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tary stains himself with saffron, and 

dances with a circular vessel full of 

water in which are put a particular 

kind of leaves on his head, and a bunch 

of the same sort of leaves in bis band. 

Some of the followers of this goddess 

also carry a dagger with a lemon stuck 

on the top.

The Hindoos are extremely afraid of 

Mariatta, to whom they erect tem

ples in all their villages. In the sanctua

ry they deposit the head only of the 

goddess, to which the Hindoos of the 

superior castes alone address their 

prayers. The body is placed at the 

entrance of the temple, in order to re

ceive the adorations of the Parias.

The Poojarees marry, and are at
x  2



liberty to relinquish their profession 

whenever they please, they are never 

either Pandarons or Tadins; nor do 

they run about the streets like other 

penitents; and they never solicit alms 

but in the temple of the deity to whose 

service they devote themselves.

Their name is derived from poojah, 

which signifies a daily ceremony per

formed in honour of the god. They 

are also called Bainians, because they 

sometimes accompany their singing 

with an instrument called Ba'ini.
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NEMESSOURA-CAORI.

I he appellation of Nemessoura-Caori, 

or Cavadi, is given to women who make 

a vow to carry water from the Ganges to 

Ncmessourin, a celebrated pagoda at 

Cape Comorin, dedicated to Sheeva. 

This penance is considered as one of 

the most efficacious for the remission of 
sins.

Women of the superior castes never 

perform this pilgrimage in person, but 

pay considerable sums to substitutes. 

The opposite plate represents a Nemes- 

soura-Cavadi. The vessels containing 

the sacred water are set on a kind of
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mats, fastened by four sticks, in the 

manner of scales, to each end of a pole, 

which she carries on her shoulder.

The Hindoos believe that the idol in 

the temple of Nemessourin was brought 

by the god Hanooman from the Ganges, 

by command of Rama; and that the 

tank which is in the temple was made 

by Vishnu, with his own hands. The 

devout go thither on pilgrimage from 

distant countries : but to render this 

act meritorious, the pilgrim must pre

viously visit the banks of the Ganges, 

lie on the ground and fast during the 

journey, and arrive laden with water 

from that river to bathe the idol.

The Cashi-Caori, or Cavadi, area class 

of Pandarons, who perform the same



kind of pilgrimage,’"with water from 

the Ganges to Cashi. This]/water, after 

being thrown over the idol/ is collected 

and distributed among the devout, by 

whom it is most religiously preserved. 

When a sick person is at the point of 

death, a few drops of it are poured into 

his mouth and upon his head.

The wealthy inhabitants of Malabar 

employ people to bring them water from 

the Ganges, which is always received 

with extraordinary ceremony. To prove 

that the water was really brought from 

the sacred river, the bearers take the 

precaution to obtain a certificate to that 

effect from the officer of the place, who, 

moreover, seals the vessel into which it 
is put, with his seal.
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Every man, without exception, may 

be a carrier of Ganges water; for which 

purpose he need not be either Tadin, 

Pandaron, or Yogee.



SACRIFICES

AND

RELIGIOUS CEREMONIES.

In ancient times it was customary to 

sacrifice a bull or a horse to the Deity, 

and a man to the evil genii; but these 

sacrifices, the first called gomedha, the 

second assuamedha, and the third nara- 

medha, have been forbidden ever since 

the commencement of the cali-youg, or 

present age: and on this point, at least, 

the doctrine of Buddha obtained the 

ascendancy in India on this side of the 

Ganges. The bull and the horse were 

sacrificed to Indra, who transmitted the



offering to Brama, and Brama to the 

Supreme Being. The human sacrifice 

was made to Bliavanij who afterwards 

offered the victim to the evil spirits. 

At this remote period, the Bramins, 

who officiated at these sacrifices, pos

sessed, it is said, the power of recalling 

the victims to life, by repeating- the 

Vedas by which they were deprived 
of it.

The animals now sacrificed are the 
buffalo and the sheep. The former is 

offered to Dourga or Bhavani among 

the Mahrattas and in Bengal at the 

festival called Doura. The sheep is 

strangled at the grand sacrifice, which 

is offered with great pomp to the stars, 

and is called jngam. When the animal



is dead, the heart is roasted and cut in 

small pieces, which are divided among 

the principal Bramins; and this is the 

only occasion on which the Bramins 
eat flesh.

Some few tribes have retained the 
practice of sacrificing’ living victims. 

Ihe Jhattries offer a ram or a o-oat 

twice a year to their tutelary goddess, 

Bhavani; others even sacrifice human 

victims on extraordinary occasions: but 

the tribes which are addicted to this 

cruel superstition are so few, so insig

nificant in point of numbers and so 

weak, that they conceal themselves 

with the utmost care and venture no 

farther than to poison, from time to 

time, some wretched mendicant, as an



agreeable offering to Cali, another form 

of Bhavani.
In Malabar fowls are sometimes im

molated: but the Bramins have no 

hand in sacrifices of this kind, which are 

customary among the inferior castes 

alone.
Dr. Buchanan informs us, that among 

the Morasu, a caste of Sooder Hindoos, 

where bloody sacrifices of sheep and 

goats are offered to Kala, one of the 

destroying powers, is this singular cus

tom ; when a woman is from fifteen to 

twenty years of age, and has borne 
children, terrified lest the angry deity 

should deprive her of her infants, she 

goes to the temple, and as an offering 

to appease his wrath, she cuts off one



or two of her fingers from the right 
hand.

Besides these sacrifices of living vic

tims, there are many others which are 

more worthy of the Deity. The latter 

consist in general of milk, water, honey, 

corn, flowers, also butter and curds, 

with which, on many occasions, barley 
and other seeds are wetted.

At one festival, which is held at the 

beginning of the season most suitable 

for navigation, cocoa-nuts are thrown 

into the sea with great ceremony. At 

another the military castes mix a red 

powder with water, with which they 

drench one another by means of a 

species of squirt, to represent Parasou 

Rama, or some other hero, returning
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from battle covered witli blood. Others 

are of opinion that this ceremony is 

designed to celebrate the orgies of 

Krishna with his mistresses and com

panions. As tradition relates, that in 

their sports they dusted one another 

with a red powder, the pious Hindoos, 

in imitation of them, pelt each other 

with a profusion of earth of the same 

colour, which is found in abundance in 

Hindoostan, and is employed in paint

ing by the name of India red.

This absurd ceremony, which will be

■ farther noticed hereafter, takes place 

nearly at the same season of the year 

as our Ash-Wednesday, and also pre

cedes the Lent, or the Hindoo season 

of expiation. It is usually held, like

Mb.
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most other ceremonies, in front of th6 

houses of the rich; but frequently also 

within them. The annexed engraving 

represents a rajah and his wives dusting 

and squirting at one another on a ter

race of his garden.
The festivals at which the Hindoos 

carry their gods about in triumph are 

of high antiquity, and commonly cele

brated with great magnificence. The 

pious are called together by the sound 

of drums and trumpets, which is kept 

up from morning till night in the pa

goda. Some fall prostrate before the 

ido l; others repeat prayers standing 

up to the waist in the water of the sa-. 

cred ta n k : these are employed in

anointing their heads with common oil
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or essences, and those in drying their 

clothes. Some read or converse, while 

the great majority listen respectfully. 

Meanwhile a thousand cooks are at 

work in the out-buildings, and banana 

leaves are prepared as dishes for the 

rice and other articles of food. All is 

bustle during the day; but on the ap

proach of night this bustle increases. 

No sooner is the sun set, than lamps 

fed with cow-dung- dried in the day

time and moistened with common oil 

give notice that the procession is about 

to begin.

When the hour awaited with im

patience is arrived, the sound of a 

very large copper basin, which is struck 

with thick pieces of bamboo, is heard,



and the people take their places. The 

procession is opened by groups of mu

sicians with long wooden trumpets, who 

are followed by thousands of devotees 

in two files, each carrying in his hand 

a piece of wood a yard long, with a 

chaffing-dish or circular iron receiver 

at the top, full of the same matter that 

is used for the lamps, and numbers of 

men are incessantly running to and fro 

with pots of oil for the supply of the 
latter.

The cars employed in these ceremo

nies, called ters, resemble high wooden 

steeples curiously wrought and carved. 

They are adorned with flags and 

flowers. Pasteboard lions, placed at the 

four corners, support these-ornaments :
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sometimes the front is occupied by 

horses of the same material. The idol 

is in a niche, or in a pedestal in the 

middle. The car moves on low but 

very thick wheels; it lia3 several sto

ries where there are dancing-girls, sing

ing and dancing, while others with 

large fans, keep continually fanning 

the statues, or drive away the flies 

from it with cows’ tails. The upper

most story is covered with a circular 

canopy of a red colour, enriched with 

gold fringe: from each story wave 

flags of all hues, particularly blue, red 

and yellow. Some are striped, others 

all of one colour, and others have a 

cross in the middle, as represented in 

the plate.



The principal adventures, and the 

most execrable misdeeds of their gods, 

are painted or carved in relief on the 

sides of the car. These unwieldy ma

chines cannot move hut on very level 

ground, and some thousands of per

sons are required to drag them along. 

In this country there is no want of 

hands; and as the Hindoos are taught to 

believe, that by drawing the cars of their 

gods at these ceremonies they make 

atonement for their sins, all are eager to 

seize the ropes. The car is thus dragged 

away, with loud shouts and a noise and 

uproar not to be conceived. In their 

opinion, it is also a highly meritorious 

action to roll in the ruts made by the 

car in its passage: nay some even carry
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their superstition so far, as to throw 

themselves down before it, that they 

may be crushed to death by the wheels. 

Solvyns assures us that he lias seen 

thirty of these fanatics sacrifice their 

lives in this manner under a single rutt, 

as the sacred car is denominated.

So much is certain, that if any of 

those who go before the vehicle happen 

to be thrown down by the crowd, they 

must inevitably perish, because it would 
be impossible to stop in such a con

fusion. These unfortunate wretches 

are venerated as saints and their death 
is envied.

The procession halts now and then 

at pendals, or resting-places. The idol 

is visited by a great number of pup-



pets fastened above with silken threads ; 

these figures are let down, and dance 

and play antics till the spectators have 

had enough of their performance.

It is a singular fact that the most 

devout of the musicians throw them

selves on the ground, and move for

ward on their backs with astonishing 

celerity, playing their instruments all 

the while.

The car with the idol remain under 

the last pendal till the eighth day, when 

they are removed and drawn back to 

the temple, but without ceremony. 

Next day the enormous machine is 

stripped of its decorations and put away 

under a straw shed till the following 

year.



Sometimes the idol is carried on a 

mere litter or biei\ In the back-ground 

of our plate are seen the outer walls 

and the towers of a pagoda. On the 

right is a gate of honour, or resting- 

place. The god borne upon a bier is 

stopping there while the devedassees 

perform dances accompanied with ob

streperous music. Half-naked Hindoos, 

with white turbans, carry a kind of 

trident, having lighted tow burning at 
the points.

The manner of adoring the idols 

consists in holding the clasped hands 

before the face, and bending the body 

half way to the ground.

The idol represented in the engraving, 

is of colossal stature and gilt. Ample
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muslin drapery conceals it almost en
tirely from the view of the devout. 
Over it there is a kind of small cupola 
of a red colour.

The resting-place is in the form of 
a canopy enriched with drapery, and 
adorned at the four corners with red 
standards, bearing a white cross. From 
the centre hangs a lighted lamp. When 
the sacrifices, libations, and other rites 
are finished, the crowd convey the god 
back to his temple.

The ceremony represented in our 
next plate is called boussa-djeng. It 
concludes in a very curious manner. 
The people, after carrying the images 
of the gods in procession several days, 
take them to a river and set them upon



two boats placed alongside each other. 

The respect and adoration hitherto paid 

to these images are then succeeded by 

the grossest abuse and the most vehe

ment imprecations. The Bramins them

selves strive to outdo one another in 
vituperation* and such as distinguish 

themselves continue to be objects of 

peculiar veneration till the next festival. 

After this extraordinary scene* the 

boats are separated, and the images of 

the gods tumble into the water amidst 
the acclamations of the multitude.

The figure, exhibited in the plate, 

of colossal dimensions, represents the 

goddess Cali, the wife of Sheeva. She 

lolls out her tongue, which practice, 

as Solvyns observes, is very common
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with the Hindoo women, when any 

thing affects them in a disagreeable 
manner.

The goddess is crowned with a kind 

of tiara. One of her four hands is 

armed with a large scimitar; another 

is holding a head by the hair; and she 

has round her neck a chain of human 

heads which descends to her knees.

The description given by an eye

witness, the late Rev. Dr. Buchanan, 

of the ceremonies practised at the 

temple of Juggernaut, though rather 

long, is too characteristic of these 

horrid scenes, and too interesting to be 
omitted here.

That part of t le province of Orissa 

which contains the temple of Jugger-
von. I I .  K



naut, first became subject to Britain, 

under the administration of Marquis 

Wellesley, who permitted pilgrims to 

visit the place without paying tribute. 

It was proposed soon afterwards, to 

pass a regulation for the management 

of the temple, and for levying a tax ; 

but as such a measure might have led 

to the inference that the government 

sanctioned the idolatrous and bloody 

rites performed there, his lordship 

disapproved it, and left his successor 

to pass the opprobrious law. A tax was 

imposed by it on pilgrims, for admis

sion to the temple ; an officer of go

vernment was appointed to collect i t ; 

and out of the produce, a sum was 

allotted for the expenses of the temple.



Having premised thus much, let us 

hear Dr. Buchanan, who visited this 

place in the year 1806, and whose in

formation is given in extracts from 
the journal of his tour.

1 he first is dated from Buddruck, 

in Orissa, May 30 :—We know that we 

are approaching Juggernaut, (and yet 

we are more than fifty miles from it,) 

by the human bones which we have 

seen for some days strewed by the way. 

At this place, we have been joined by 

several large bodies of pilgrims, per

haps two thousand in number, who 

have come from various parts of north

ern India. Some of them say, that 

they have been two months on their 

march, travelling slowly in the hottest
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season of tlie year, with their wives 

and children. Numbers of pilgrims 

die on the road, and their bodies gene

rally remain unburied. On a plain by 

the river, near the pilgrims’ caravan- 

sera at this place, there are more than 

a hundred skulls. The dogs, jackals, 

and vultures seem to live here on 

human prey. The vultures exhibit a 

shocking tameness. The obscene ani

mals will not leave the body sometimes 

till we come close to them. This 

Buddruck is a horrid place : wherever 

I  turn my eyes, I meet death in some 
shape or other.

June 12.—At nine o’clock this morn

ing the temple of Juggernaut appeared 

in view at a great distance. When the



multitude first saw it, they gave a shout 

and fell to the ground and worshipped. 

From the place where I now stand, I 

have a view of a host of people, like 

an army encamped at the outer gate 

of the town of Juggernaut, where a 

guaid of soldiers is posted to prevent 

their entering, until they have paid the 

pilgrims’ tax. I passed a devotee to

day, who laid himself down at every 

step, measuring the road to Jugger

naut by the length of his body, as a 

penance of merit to please the god.

Many of the pilgrims being poor and 

unable to pay the tax, it frequently 

happens, that a body of them consist

ing chiefly of old men, women, and 

children, trusting to the physical weight
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of their mass will make a charge on 

the guards, overwhelm them and force 

their way through the gate withou t 

paying; the soldiers being unwilling 

to oppose their bayonets. On these 

occasions numbers perish ; and we are 

assured that one hundred and fifty 

persons have been trampled to death 

at once in the crowd in approaching 
the gate.

June  14.—I have seen Juggernaut. 

The scene at Buddruck is but the ves

tibule of Juggernaut. The idol has 

been considered as the Moloch of the 

present age, and he is justly  so named, 

for the sacrifices offered up to him by 

self-devotement are not less criminal, 

perhaps, not less numerous than those



recorded of tlie Molocli of Canaan. 

Two other idols accompany Juggernaut, 

namely, Boloram and Shubudra, his 

brother and sister; for there are three 

deities worshipped here. They receive 

equal adoration, and sit on thrones of 

nearly equal height.

This morning I viewed the temple— 

a stupendous fabric, and truly com

mensurate with the extensive sway of 

the “  horrid king.”  As other temples 

are usually adorned with figures em

blematic of their religion, so Jugger
naut has representations, numerous and 

varied, of that vice which constitutes 

the essence of his worship. The walls 

and gates are covered with indecent 

emblems, in massive and durable sculp-



ture. I have also visited the sand-plains 

by the sea, in some places whitened 

with the bones of the pilgrim s; and 

another place, a little way out of the 

town, called by the English the Golgo

tha, where the dead bodies are usually 

cast forth, and where dogs and vultures 

are seen.

The vultures generally find out the 

prey first, and begin with the intestines ; 

for the flesh is too firm for their beaks 

immediately after death. The dogs 

soon receive notice of the circumstance, 

generally from seeing the hurries, or 

corpse-carriers, returning from the place. 

On the approach of the dogs, the vul

tures retire a few yards, and wait till 

the body be sufficiently torn for easy



deglutition. The vultures and dogs 

often feed together, and sometimes 

begin their attack before the pilgrim 

be quite dead. There are four animals 

which may be seen about a carcass at 

the same time—the dog, the jackal, the 

vulture and the hurgeela, or adjutant, 

called by Pennant, the gigantic crane.

Independently of the enormity of the 

superstition, there are other circum

stances which render Juggernaut noi

some in an extreme degree- The senses 

are assailed by offensive effluvia, and 

by the squalid and ghastly appearance 

of the famished pilgrims, many of 

whom die in the streets of want or 
disease ; while the devotees, with clotted 

hair and painted flesh, are seen practis-



ing their various austerities and modes 

of self-torture. Its vicinity to the sea 

probably prevents the contagion which 

otherwise would be produced by the 

putrefactions of the place.

June  18.—This day, being the grand 

Hindoo festival of the R utt Jattra , the 

Moloch of Hindoostan was brought out 

of his temple amidst the acclamations 

of hundreds of thousands of his wor

shippers. When the idol was placed 

on his throne, a shout was raised by 

the multitude, such as I had never 

heard before. The throne of the idol 

was placed on a stupendous car or 

tower, about sixty feet in height, rest

ing on wheels which indented the ground 

deeply as they slowly turned under the



ponderous machine. Attached to it 

were six cables, of the size and length 

of a ship’s cable, by which the people 

drew it along. Thousands of men, 

women, and children pulled by each 

cable, crowding so closely that some 

could use only one hand. Infants are 

made to exert their strength in this 

office; for it is accounted a merit of 

righteousness to move the god. Upon 

the tower were the priests and satellites 

of the idol surrounding his throne. I 

was told that there were about a hun

dred and twenty persons upon the ear 

altogether. The idol is a block of 

wood, having a frightful visage painted 

black, with a distended mouth of a 

bloody colour. His arms are of gold,



and he is dressed in gorgeous apparel, 

The other two idols are of a white and 

yellow colour. Five elephants preceded 
the three towers, bearing towering flags, 

dressed in crimson caparisons, and hav

ing bells hanging to their caparisons, 

which sounded musically as they moved.

I went on in the procession, close by 

the tower of Moloch-; which, as it was 

drawn with difficulty, “  grated on its 

many wheels harsh thunder.”  After a 

few minutes it stopped, and now the 
worship of the god began. A high- 

priest mounted the car in front of the 

idol and pronounced obscene stanzas, 

called cubbee, the people at intervals 

responding in the same strain. “  These 

songs,”  said he, “ are the delight of



the god. His car can only move when 

he is pleased with the song.”  The car 

moved on a little way and then stopped. 

A boy about twelve years was then 

brought forth to attempt something yet 

more lascivious, if peradventure the 

god would move. The child “ per

fected the praise”  of his icfol with sucli 

ardent expression and. gesture that the 

god was pleased, and the multitude, 

emitting a sensual yell of delight, urged 

the car along. But a scene of a dif

ferent kind was now to be presented. 

The characteristics of Moloch’s worship 
are obscenity and blood.

After the tower had proceeded some 

way, a pilgrim announced that he was 

ready to offer himself a sacrifice to the
VOL. n .  2 A
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idol. He laid himself down in the 

road before the tower, as it was moving 

along, lying on his face, with his arms 

stretched forward. The multitude 

passed round him, leaving the space 

clear, and he was crushed to death by 

the wheels of the tower. A  shout of 

joy was raised to the god. He is said 

to smile when the libation of the blood 

is made. The people threw cowries, 

or small shells which pass for money, 

on the body of the victim in approba

tion of the deed. He was left to view 

a considerable time, and was then car

ried by the hurries to the Golgotha, 

where I have been just viewing his re
mains.

June  20. —- The horrid solemnities



still continue. Yesterday a woman de

voted herself to the idol. She laid 

herself down in the road in an oblique 

direction, so that the wheel did not 

kill her instantaneously as is generally 

the case; but she died in a few hours. 

This morning as I passed the place of 

skulls, nothing remained of her but her 

bones. And this, thought I, is the 

worship of the Bramins of Hindoostan, 

and their worship in its sublimest de

gree ! What then shall we think of 

their private manners and their moral 

principles ?

I was surprised to see the Bramins 

with their heads uncovered, in the open 

plain, falling down in the midst of the 

Sooders before the “ horrid shape,”
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and mingling so complacently with the 
polluted caste.

June 21.—I beheld another distres

sing scene this morning at the place 

of skulls—a poor woman lying dead 

or nearly dead, and her two children 

by her, looking at the dogs and vul

tures which were near. The people 

passed by without noticing the children. 

I asked them where was their home. 

They said they had no home but where 

their mother was. Oh, there is no pity 

at Juggernaut! no mercy, no tender

ness of heart in Moloch’s kingdom !

As to the number of worshippers 

assembled here at this time no accurate 

calculation can be made. The natives 

themselves, when speaking of the num-
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bers at particular festivals, usually 

say, that a lack of people (100,000) 

would not be missed. I asked a Bra- 

min how many he supposed were pre

sent at the most numerous festival lie 

had ever witnessed. “  How can I 

tell,”  said he, “ how many grains there 

are in a handful of sand?” So far 
Dr. Buchanan.

According to Dr. Carey, an eminent 

member of the Baptist mission at Se- 

rampore, twelve or thirteen pilgrim

ages are made annually to the temple 

of Juggernaut. “  It is calculated,”  

he says, “  that the number who go 

thither is on some occasions 600,000 

persons, and scarcely ever less than



100,000. I suppose on the lowest calcu

lation that in the year 1,200,000 persons 

attend. The numbers who die in their 

long pilgrimages, either through want 

or fatigue, or from dysenteries and fe

vers caught by lying out and want of 

accommodation, are incredible. Now, 

if only one in ten died, the mortality 

caused by this one idol, w’ould be 

120,000 in a year; but some are of 

opinion that not more than one in ten 

survives to return home.”

A circumstance which renders it 

probable that the number of pilgrims 

is equal to what Dr. Carey computes 

is, that Mr. Buller, who was long secre

tary to the board of revenue in India,



lias calculated the population, extend

ing- as far as Cabul, at little short pf 

two hundred millions.

The annual expenses attending the 

idol of Juggernaut amount, according 

to the official account to about 70,Q0Q 

rupees, or #8,700 sterling.

The rites of Juggernaut are not con

fined to the temple in Orissa. Close to 

Isliera, about eight miles from Calcutta, 

there is a temple of this idol, which is 

often stained with human blood. It 

was visited at the Rutt Jattra, in May 

1807, by the Rev. Dr. Buchanan. The 
tower here, says he, is drawn along like 

that at Juggernaut, by cables. The 

number of worshippers at this festival 

is computed to be a hundred thousand.



The tower is covered with indecent em

blems, which were freshly painted for 

the occasion. One of the victims of 

this year was a well-made young man, 

of healthy appearance and comely as

pect. He had a garland of flowers 

round his neck, and his long black hair 

was dishevelled. He danced for a while 

before the idol, singing in an enthusiastic 

strain, and then rushing suddenly to the 

wheels, he shed his blood under the tower 

of obscenity.

About the year 1790, twenty-eight 

Hindoos were crushed to death at Ishera, 

under the wheels of the car of Jugger

naut, impelled, it was said, by sympa

thetic religious phrenzy. The fact of 

their deaths was notorious: it was re-



corded in tlic Calcutta newspapers*, but 

so little impression did it make on the 

public mind, and so little inquiry was 

made by individuals on the subject, that 

it became doubtful at length, whether 

the men perished by accident, or as 

usual by self-devotement: for it was 

said, that to qualify the enormity of the 

deed in the view of the English, some 

of the Hindoos gave out that the men 

fell under the wheels by accident.

It was probably to this very circum

stance that Solvyns, whose testimony is 

quoted in a preceding page, was an eye

witness.
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